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It is recognised that some of the methodology activities may span beyond task 2.1 duration and
iterate. For example, use cases analysis of data collection needs may iterate when more refined
and elaborated use cases’ descriptions are available. To address such iterative nature, an internal
document to the consortium will be produced that reflects latest results of the methodology
including tools and architecture technological view that will feed WP3.
A number of techniques for malware analysis are presented, and a number of relevant tools (60+)
recalled and mapped to specific architecture components or functionality. They will form an
important baseline to WP3 activities.
Type of deliverable: Report
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Executive Summary
This document is deliverable D2.1 “Data Collection Methodology” and reports the results from
task T2.1 “Data collection methodology and architecture”. It is a public document intended to be
used by members of the consortium, the European Commission, YAKSHA’s Target Groups as
well as the general public.
The report presents a methodology for honeypot-based data collection of the project YAKSHA.
The methodology takes into account several project-relevant perspectives such as cybersecurity
challenges of YAKSHA end users, latest treat trends, assumptions and limitations of honeypots,
as well as use cases’ perspectives and data collection needs. The methodology is defined as a
baseline of activities which lead to determining what honeypot data YAKSHA has to collect, what
methods and tools to adopt for data collection, and what reference architecture design is suitable
for data collection, management and processing.
The document is structured along the identified steps of the methodology with the goal to reflect
better the methodology and results of each activity. Particularly:
•

Section 2 outlines the methodology high-level process view, describes each activity of
the methodology with references to sections results of each activity are reported.

•

Section 3 overviews end users’ cybersecurity ecosystem status, challenges and role of
honeypot data collection. Particularly, the ENISA’s threat landscape of 15 top most
threats are taken for positioning the role of honeypot for data collection and analysis.

•

Section 4 discusses the assumptions, limitations and legal ground for honeypot data
collection. Importantly, legal ground for honeypot data collection is discussed against the
EU General Data Protection Regulation, Malaysia’s Personal Data Protection Act, and
Vietnam’s Law on Cyber Information Security.

•

Section 5 describes the use cases considered in the project along with a description of
specific threats and data collection needs.

•

Section 6 identifies the methods and procedures for honeypot data collection and
malware analysis considered in the project. A high-level flow of malware analysis is given
reflecting on the static, dynamic and AI-based methods.

•

Finally, Section 7 presents the reference architecture of YAKSHA honeypot data
collection, processing and management. Several tools and technologies (60+) are listed
supporting architecture realisation for a particular functionality or components.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, the Internet has evolved from a basic military communication network to a vast
interconnected cyberspace, enabling a myriad of new forms of interactions. Despite the great
opportunities, there are people that aim to hinder the proper functionality of Internet. Their
motivations are diverse, money and access to information being the most attractive [14]. Malware
is a useful tool to accomplish such nefarious goals.
Attackers exploit vulnerabilities in web services, browsers and operating systems, or use social
engineering techniques to infect users’ computers. They use multiple techniques [13] to evade
detection by traditional defences like firewalls, antivirus and gateways [6]. Malware is continuously
evolving in different forms such as variety, complexity and speed [12].
In the last year threat landscape report1 by ENISA, one can find prioritised 15 most important
cyber threat trends for 2017. Honeypot-based data collection gives important insights and
intelligence for detection and mitigation for most of those threats. In particular, honeypots have a
major role in the analysis of web-based attacks, web application attacks, and botnet threats, as
well as a notable impact when addressing insider threats, cyber-espionage, exploit kits, data
breaches, identity theft, denial of service, malware, ransomware, and spam.
Data collection is a fundamental part of any cybersecurity solution nowadays. Particularly,
honeypot-based data collection is considered an important part of any innovation activity in the
field. This report presents a methodology for honeypot data collection of YAKSHA that takes into
account several project-relevant perspectives such as cybersecurity challenges of YAKSHA end
users, latest threat trends, assumptions and limitations of honeypot data collection, as well as use
cases’ perspectives and data collection needs.
The methodology establishes a baseline of activities which lead to determining what honeypot
data YAKSHA has to collect, what methods and tools to adopt for data collection, and what
reference architecture design is suitable for data collection, management and processing.
We note that some of the process activities may iterate over time when necessary. For example,
it is envisaged that analysis of use cases and needs may iterate in a subsequent stage of the
project when more elaborated and refined descriptions are available. To address such iterative
nature of the methodology, it has been decided to produce an internal document to the consortium
that reflects latest results of the methodology.
This report is structured along the activities of the proposed methodology. The aim is to reflect
better the methodology process and present results of each process activity. Particularly, Section

1

ENISA.
Threat
Landscape
Report
2017
[Internet].
2018.
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/enisa-threat-landscape-report-2017

Available

from:
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2 outlines the methodology high-level process view. Section 3 overviews end users’ cybersecurity
ecosystem status, challenges and role of honeypots. Assumptions, limitations and legal ground
for honeypot data collection are given in Section 4. Section 5 presents focused use case
descriptions for analysis of specific threats and data collection needs. Section 6 presents the
identified methods and procedures for YAKSHA needs of data collection and malware analysis.
A reference architecture of YAKSHA honeypot data collection, processing and management is
presented in Section 7 along with relevant tools and technology supporting architecture
realisation.
Regarding the reference architecture, several views are presented to facilitate understanding,
such as a conceptual view, a general design and communication view, a functional view, and a
security view illustrating necessary security functions. Two modality views of YAKSHA system
are also presented: a super node modality and a federation node modality. For example, the
federation node modality illustrates how YAKSHA may scale to address the need of organisations
to join forces in honeypot data collection and analysis on a global federation scale.
Regarding data collection, a number of techniques for malware analysis are presented along with
systematic classification of tools for such analysis. Following that, a number of relevant tools (60+)
are recalled and mapped to specific architecture components or functionality. They will form an
important baseline to WP3 activities.
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2. Honeypot Data Collection Methodology
The data collection methodology aims at establishing a baseline of activities which lead to
determining what honeypot data YAKSHA has to collect, what methods and procedures to adopt
for data collection, and what reference architecture design is suitable for honeypot data collection,
management and processing.
We describe below the high-level process view of activities of the methodology, while in individual
sections of this document we report further details of these activities with some results as of
current project stage. The suggested methodology process spans beyond task 2.1 and reflects
on activities of several work packages – on WP2 (Malware collection and analysis), WP3 (System
development), and WP4 (Use cases and pilots’ realisation).

Figure 1: Honeypot Data Collection Methodology High-level Process-view

Figure 1 shows a high-level process view of the honeypot data collection methodology. The
process defines a baseline of activities necessary to properly address the data collection aspects
of YAKSHA. The process also reflects dependencies on results from one activity to another.
Although some of the activities, to certain extent, can be performed in parallel still the identified
process facilitates achieving more specific and tangible results when considering the results of
previous activities. The ultimate goal of the methodology is to identify the necessary methods,
tools and reference architecture of honeypot data collection suitable to YAKSHA end users’
needs.
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We note that the methodology remains the same but some of the activities of the process may
iterate over time when necessary. It is envisaged that analysis on use cases may iterate in a
subsequent stage of the project when more elaborated and refined descriptions are available. In
such a case, when new data collection needs are identified it will be necessary to go through the
next activities of the process to determine if new methods or tools are required and if the data
collection architecture reflects those new requirements.
To address such iterative nature of the methodology, it has been decided to produce an internal
document to the consortium (likely in the scope of WP3 activities where such a document is mostly
needed) that reflects latest results of the data collection methodology in terms of specific instance
of the architecture with tools, platforms and capabilities that will feed YAKSHA development in
WP3.
Analyse cybersecurity challenges of YAKSHA end users and role of honeypot data
collection
The methodology starts with analysis of cybersecurity challenges of YAKSHA end users,
particularly focusing on ASEAN countries and the cybersecurity ecosystem status. The goal is to
base the methodology on latest challenges and status of end users’ cybersecurity posture, and
relate the latest threat trends to the role and potential of honeypots-based cybersecurity solutions.
The result of this activity aims at identifying the scope of honeypot data collection with respect to
latest threat trends and security challenges. Section 3 reflects details of this activity.
Analyse assumptions, limitations and legal ground of honeypot data collection
Given the potential role of honeypots for organisations’ cybersecurity posture with respect to
recent threat trends, it is necessary to perform analysis on assumptions, limitations and legal
ground of the honeypot-based data collection approach in YAKSHA. It is important to recognise
such assumptions and limitations of honeypot data collection. This will define the project scope
and the “boundaries” of data collection not only from the technical but also from the legal point of
view. Section 4 reflects details of this activity.
Analyse YAKSHA use cases and their data collection needs
Given the assumptions and limitations of honeypot data collection, it is important to perform
analysis of YAKSHA use cases and their data collection needs. The analysis will consider the
systems, type of platforms (e.g., Windows/Linux/IoT/SCADA/Android), infrastructures and
network settings, as well as specific threats of importance to specific use cases. The result of this
activity will identify the data collection needs of use cases in terms of what data to collect, what
platforms and tools for data collection, what honeypot configuration settings for data collection,
etc. Section 5 reflects details of this activity. We note that this activity has a strong dependence
on use cases elaboration and definition, and as such, given the project work plan, it is expected
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that this activity spans beyond current task 2.1 duration and iterates when more elaborated and
refined use cases’ descriptions are available.
Identify algorithms, methods and procedures for honeypot data collection
It is recognised that despite the domains and needs of data collection of use cases, accurate data
collection is important to ensure the integrity of subsequent analysis and findings. In the context
of YAKSHA, this translates to identifying proper algorithms, methods and procedures that
guarantee the collection of data of malware samples and their analysis so that: i) an adversary
cannot determine whether the attacked system is a honeypot thus ensuring relevance of collected
data, ii) monitor all needed events thus ensuring level of granularity and detail of collected data,
and iii) correlate the collected information to cluster attacks and automatically rank their impact.
Section 6 reflects details of this activity. For example, it reflects a methodology for classification
of malware analysis tools based on a defined malware analysis flow.
Define YAKSHA honeypot data collection architecture
Given the identified methods and procedures for data collection, the last activity of the
methodology is the definition of the YAKSHA honeypot data collection architecture. It is important
to define the overall picture of data collection and flow of data for processing, analysis, and
reporting. The result of this activity will be a reference architecture and a list of tools and
technology supporting development activities in WP3. Section 7 reflects details of this activity. We
note that as a reference architecture, an implementation-specific instantiation of the architecture
will be provided based on the latest results of use cases and methodology into an internal
document serving WP3 activities.
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Chapter 3
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Threat Trends and Role of
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3. Cybersecurity Challenges, Threat Trends and Role of
Honeypot Data Collection
3.1. EU-ASEAN Cybersecurity Ecosystem Status
ASEAN Member States have a great potential of benefitting from the digital economy
development in the region. Digital economy could generate EUR 814 billion towards ASEAN’s
GDP by 2025. This potential shows the importance of increasing cybersecurity in the region. A
good momentum for strengthening cybersecurity in ASEAN has also already been created with
several cybersecurity-related meetings and official documents between ASEAN leaders, including
the Master Plan on ASEAN Connectivity. The implementation of several programmes, including
the ASEAN Cyber Capacity Programme provides an opportunity for ASEAN Member States to
strengthen their cybersecurity capabilities.
In addition, several bilateral cooperation agreements specifically on cybersecurity, between
ASEAN members, mainly Singapore, Vietnam and Malaysia, with European countries are already
being implemented. For instance, Singapore has signed a number of Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with France, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands. These MoUs are
intended to strengthen the institutional capacity of Singapore’s Cyber Security Agency (CSA).
Vietnam has also signed a cooperation agreement with Finland to enhance cooperation in the
field of information security and cyberspace. Lastly, Malaysia has also signed a MoU with the UK
Trade & Investment (Now Department for International Trade) to strengthen UK-Malaysia
partnerships in the ICT sector. These MoUs signal a willingness from both sides for a more
comprehensive cooperation on cybersecurity.

3.2. Important Cybersecurity Challenges
There are several Cybersecurity issues faced by the ASEAN countries. These countries are still
highly vulnerable towards cyber-related breaches and crimes. The increased trade, capital flows
and cyber linkages between ASEAN Member States have resulted in greater cyber threat
landscape. It is estimated that the top 1000 ASEAN companies could lose USD 750 billion (EUR
615 billion) in market capitalisation due to existing cybersecurity threats in the region. 2 In addition,
cybersecurity issues are also threatening the implementation of ASEAN Digital Economy agenda
that has become one of the main priorities within the ASEAN Economy Community.
In Malaysia, the cyber-security organisations have reported a total of 6,800 cyber-security incident
reports as of July 2015 with fraud, intrusions and cyber harassment topping the list. The other
cyber-security incidents were content-related, denial of service (DDoS), intrusion attempt,
2

http://www.southeastasia.atkearney.com/documents/766402/15958324/Cybersecurity+in+ASEAN%E2%80%94An+Urgent+Call
+to+Action.pdf/ffd3e1ef-d44a-ac3a-9729-22afbec39364
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malicious codes, spams and vulnerabilities reports. Similarly, in June 2016, it was reported that
over 2,100 servers belonging to government agencies, banks, universities and businesses in
Malaysia have been compromised and their access sold to hackers for as low as RM29 (EUR 6)
up to RM24,600 (EUR 5,200) on an underground cybercrime shopping website. The compromise
of servers has a significant threat to the personal information of users attached to that server that
can be used for identity theft and other form of cybercrime.
Meanwhile in Indonesia, cyber-attacks have infiltrated around 80% of the public domain, including
the top leaders of the country, and Indonesia has become the country with the highest risk in
information technology security. For instance, we are witnessing an increasing amount of
defacement to Indonesia’s websites (Top level domain .id). In January 2013, hackers defaced
more than 12 government websites in Indonesia, including several ministries and national police
websites, following the arrest of an alleged hacker in East Java. Other crimes, such as ecommerce crimes or threats to critical national infrastructures, are more serious issues that should
be addressed by the Indonesian government.
At the regional level, the current initiatives are still limited to targeting technological mitigation and
responses only. More coordinated efforts at the regional level that reinforced with good
governance and clear policies at the national level are still very much needed to deter
cybersecurity issues in the region.
At the Member States level, more comprehensive policies targeting cybersecurity are still very
much needed. Some of ASEAN Member States still do not have a specific government agency
that addresses cybersecurity issues. Hence, these policies should be able to direct some funding
allocation to implement the policy through a specific cybersecurity government agency. To
increase its effectiveness, international policy both with other ASEAN Member States as well as
with third countries, including European, should also be envisaged.
In addition, despite the persistent cybersecurity threats coming from malware attacks, cyber
hacking and other type of cybercrimes in Southeast Asia, there is still a lack of awareness form
all relevant stakeholders.

3.3. Cyber Threat Trends and Role of Honeypot Data Collection
In the recent threat landscape report3, ENISA listed the 15 most important cyber threat trends.
After due analysis, it has been considered that honeypot data collection gives important insights
for most of the cyber threats and can have a mitigating role in all of them, as discussed in Table
1. In particular, honeypots have a major role in the analysis of web-based attacks, web application
attacks, and botnet threats. They have a notable impact and role when addressing insider threats,

3

ENISA.
Threat
Landscape
Report
2017
[Internet].
2018.
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/enisa-threat-landscape-report-2017

Available

from:
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cyber-espionage, exploit kits, data breaches, identity theft, denial of service, malware,
ransomware, and spam. However, honeypots are considered as having a smaller role against
information leakage, phishing and physical threats, and in general against attacks catalysed by
user interactions.
Table 1: Cyber Threat Trends and Potential Role of Honeypot Data Collection

Cyber threat

Description

Honeypot potential

Malware

Malicious software remains the most
frequently encountered cyber threat.
Evolved techniques (including clickless and file-less infections, wormbased spreading, hybrid attacks,
wiping of traces, different infection
vectors,
and
obfuscation-based
resistance against heuristic blocking)
make malware difficult to resist.

Honeypots have an important role in
detecting new malware. By playing
the role of a vulnerable host to be
infected, honeypots can collect and
observe malware in action.

Web-based
attacks

Attacks against web servers or web
application servers are often used in
combination with attacks. For
example,
compromised
servers
enable malware infections and
provide control points for other
compromised nodes.

Honeypots can study attack vectors
against and from honeypot web
servers. For instance, honeypots can
monitor adversary’s reconnaissance
techniques and adversary’s control
channels. Honeypots may also
discover
previously
unknown
vulnerabilities - zero-day attacks - by
real-time monitoring and quick
fingerprinting of successful attacks.

Phishing is a social engineering
attack that often relates to different
technical means. Adversaries may
e.g. utilize malware to mislead victims
or capture web servers for to send
mass phishing e-mails or to provide
fake sites.

As
phishing
typically involves
sophisticated
end-user
actions,
honeypots cannot represent the
adversaries’ primary targets the
users. Instead, honeypots’ role lies in
secondary phases of the attack e.g. in
luring adversaries to compromise
honeypot server to deploy phishing
sites.

Web
application
attacks

Phishing
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Cyber threat

Description

Honeypot potential

Spam

Unsolicited emails have recently
reduced in numbers but still more
than half of the emails are spam.
Spam has also improved in quality as
better obfuscation techniques have
made it more difficult to detect.
Adversaries often utilize captured
devices
(also
honeypots)
for
spamming.

Honeypots provide a mean to track
adversaries (by following where the
control messages come) as well as to
learn how the spam is generated in
order to create effective filtering
solutions.

Denial of
service

Denial and Distributed Denial of
Service (DoS, DDoS) attacks are a
major threat against different online
businesses. They have also been
taken more seriously e.g. due to
recent large botnet attacks and
emergence of DDoS-as-a-service
providers.

As availability related attacks are
typically executed from captured
devices, honeypots are a good tool for
learning
and
mitigating
them.
Honeypots can e.g. find control
servers and channels as well as
identify targeted victims to enable
early warnings and mitigation actions.

Ransomware

Malware that encrypts victim’s data
for blackmailing has become a
prominent threat in the recent years.

A honeypot may have a role e.g. in
exploring ransomware’s distribution
servers.

Botnets

Botnets - a network of captured nodes
running automated attack software
(robots) - is a threat that is utilized e.g.
in DoS or fake advertisement hits.
Recent IoT botnets like Mirai and
Reaper have demonstrated how
massive amounts of vulnerable lowcost things can be captured and
harnessed into a malicious botnet. A
recent trend is that also virtualized
nodes are being captured.

Honeypots, which pretend to be
vulnerable things or nodes, are
captured into botnets and can provide
valuable information on how devices
are
captured
and
what
the
adversary’s purposes are.

Insider threat

Persons with privileges and inside
organisation are high-severe and
difficult to protect threat as the focus
is typically on the perimeter defence.

Honeypots can provide defence
against misbehaving or inadvertent
users as they may catch insiders
snooping and accessing on targets
where they should not be.
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Cyber threat

Description

Honeypot potential

Physical
manipulation/
damage/
theft/ loss

Unauthorized
manipulation
of
hardware and software, or theft/loss
of hardware and software.

Honeypots are typically software
products whose purpose is to detect
and
discover
remote
attacks.
However,
physical
deception
techniques may be applied to protect
against local attacks, physical
manipulation. Adversaries may e.g.
perform
some
reconnaissance
operations remotely against a
honeypot that will guide the adversary
to wrong physical location. Deceptive
software honeypots may e.g. provide
misleading information on assets or
defences of particular physical
machine.

Data
breaches

Data can be stolen via various attacks
and must hence be protected in
different layers throughout the whole
life cycle. EU General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) emphasizes the
risk of breaches for companies.

Honeypots provide a clear indicator
on data breaches: as no one should
have authorized reasons to access a
honeypot, all honeypot accesses are
real alerts.

Identity theft

Obtaining and using confidential
information in order to impersonate a
person or system is a special case of
data breaches that are increasing
every year.

Honeypots can pretend to be a source
of confidential data in order to lure
adversaries.

Information
leakage

Data collected by big internet
companies and business data stored
by companies may leak due to hostile
or inadvertent actions of insider.

Honeypots cannot prevent leaking of
data that is already in leaker’s
possession
but
monitoring
of
outbound traffic from honeypots
reveals attempts to collect restricted
material.

Exploit kits

Exploit kits are a form of web-based
attacks where malicious or infected
web server attacks vulnerabilities in
browsers.

A honeypot server can detect if its
capturer is distributing exploit kits.
Thus honeypot provides a first hand
place to collect new exploit kits and
learn their mechanisms. On the other
hand, one could also depict use of
deceptive technologies in the browser
side:
vulnerable
looking
web
browsers could search web to find
malicious servers.
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Cyber threat
Cyberespionage

Description

Honeypot potential

Spying performed by nations or
competing companies is difficult to
prevent and detect when the
adversaries are very sophisticated when attacks are classified as
Advanced Persistent Threats (APT).

Honeypots provide some changes to
catch and monitor these stealth highrisk adversaries who have already
circumvented other defences.

Source: ENISA Threat Landscape Report 20173
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4. Assumptions, Limitations and Legal Ground for
Honeypot Data Collection
YAKSHA aims at reinforcing cooperation and building partnerships by developing a cybersecurity
solution tailored to specific national needs leveraging EU know-how and local knowledge. The
project will enhance cybersecurity readiness levels for its end users, help better prevent cyberattacks, reduce cyber risks and better govern the whole cybersecurity process.
We recall the YAKSHA system concept according to the DoA [1]. YAKSHA is defined as a
distributed system of independent YAKSHA nodes where each node is deployed, owned, and
administered by an organisation. A YAKSHA node allows organisations to achieve a high-level
automation of honeypot deployment, data collection, analysis and reporting.
The concept of a YAKSHA platform is defined as a technical realisation of a YAKSHA node. The
YAKSHA platform will therefore enable organisations, companies and government agencies to
instantiate a YAKSHA node, upload custom honeypots that meet their own specifications, monitor
attacks in real time and analyse them.
However, since a YAKSHA node collects corporate or organisation-specific vulnerabilities, the
platform should define policies for information sharing allowing a YAKSHA node restrict or control
data exchanged with other (affiliated) YAKSHA nodes.
To this end, a YAKSHA platform installation will allow for an independent instantiation of a
YAKSHA node with its own users, honeypots, and analytics. Due to processing requirements, an
instantiated node may consist of more than one computer but managed as a single system.
In the following sections, we present the main objectives and criteria the YAKSHA platform should
meet. We then present the general assumptions and limitations that define scope and boundaries
of YAKSHA data collection, as well as the legal basis for honeypot data processing.

4.1. Platform Objectives and Criteria
YAKSHA platform will be developed having the following general objectives in mind:
1. To assess the Cyber Security state of the art in the ASEAN area and future
developments;
2. To develop and validate a distributed, flexible, cybersecurity solution;
3. To enable the sustainable uptake of scientific, technical and economic results and foster
cooperation and partnerships between EU-ASEAN.
Based on the aforementioned objectives, the platform should meet the following criteria:
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•

Distributed Platform: The architecture of YAKSHA should be inherently distributed.
YAKSHA must make possible to deploy easily and cost-effectively hundreds of honeypots
through its interconnected nodes. The distributed nature of the YAKSHA system must
allow as well to leverage information and knowledge gathered by nodes outside of one’s
organisation, improving its readiness and defensive capabilities

•

Modularity: The modular and distributed nature of YAKSHA should allow it to cater for
both opportunistic and continuous sample collection, and selective information sharing
with other entities when necessary. YAKSHA must enable its stakeholders to upload
custom honeypots that meet their own specifications, monitor attacks in real time and
analyse them. The platform must also help end-users to exploit their capabilities, enabling
them to selectively share not only their collected samples, but also tools and knowledge,
thus creating more robust and advanced methods for malware detection and attack
analysis.

•

Scalability: YAKSHA software toolbox should make it easy to scale up installations by
adding nodes to the network, up to national and international scale. Each YAKSHA
installation must be an independent instantiation of the system having its own users,
honeypots, and performing its processing locally. A YAKSHA node may consist of more
than one computer, but it should be considered as a single system.

•

Systems and Tools: Apart from typical Linux and Windows honeypots, YAKSHA should
provide hooks for (Internet of Things) IoT devices as well as for Android and SCADA
systems. In addition, YAKSHA should provide machine learning tools and AI algorithms
that can detect malware more accurately, correlate the information with other samples,
and extract attack vectors and patterns.

•

Automation: the platform must allow the automated deployment of honeypots, data
collection and analysis as well as reporting and information sharing with affiliated
YAKSHA installations. In addition, YAKSHA must provide a mechanism so that
organisations and companies can automatically create custom honeypots with the
integrated sensors properly configured and sending all the collected information to a
central repository that they manage.

•

Policies: since honeypots may expose stakeholder’s specific vulnerabilities, each
YAKSHA node must specify policies for information sharing per honeypot, attack pattern,
affiliated nodes and user roles in affiliated nodes.

•

Information Sharing: YAKSHA must provide the ability to limit the sharing of information
outside a single organisation (if the user choses to), as well as anonymization and data
protection by default. YAKSHA must allow cooperation and data sharing in global scale,
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so that attack vectors and patterns can be selectively shared among users, regardless of
whether they belong to the same institution and/or location.
•

Innovation: YAKSHA must develop innovative methods and algorithms for malware
detection and collection, design a specialized ontology to be used for long-term storage
and analysis of the information (about malware and attacks), and deploy standard
information formats and interfaces to facilitate interoperability. YAKSHA should extract
actual knowledge from the log files in a human readable format, so that the attack analysis
can be simplified and partially automated. YAKSHA must try to make honeypots more
stealth, and collect more important information, whenever possible.

4.2. Assumptions and Limitations of YAKSHA Honeypot-based Data
Collection
General assumptions of YAKSHA honeypot-based data collection:
•

Honeypot-based data collection. YAKSHA assumes honeypot-based collection of data
regarding malware samples and behaviour.

•

Organisation-focused data collection. YAKSHA focuses exclusively on organisationspecific data collection with honeypots deployed into organisations’ infrastructures.

•

All-type honeypot data collection. To address a wide range of organisations’ needs of
data collection, YAKSHA assumes (support for) integration of high-interaction honeypots,
research honeypots, as well as low-interaction honeypots, production honeypots for
malware data collection4. The support for different types of honeypots will allow YAKSHA
system to deliver efficient detection of known malware/attack activities as well as the
discovery of zero-day vulnerabilities and attacks4. For example, low-interaction
honeypots make certain assumptions on how an attack/malware would behave to enable
efficient detection and analysis of such (expected) activities, while high-interaction
honeypots make no assumptions about attacker behaviour and provide an environment
that tracks all activity allowing organizations to learn about behaviour.

•

Very low rate of false positive and false negatives. Because honeypots have no
production value, it is assumed that any interaction with the honeypot, such as a probe
or a scan, is suspicious. This assumption is one of the biggest values of honeypot-based
data collection and detection of attacks with respect to IDS5.

I. Mokube and M. Adams, “Honeypots: Concepts, Approaches, and Challenges,” In 45th annual southeast
regional conference (ACM-SE), USA, March 2007
5 L. Spitzner, "The Value of Honeypots" chapter in book "Honeypots: Tracking Hackers", 2002. Available at
http://www.informit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=30489
4
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•

Small amount of high-value data. Because honeypots do not process any traffic coming
from the system in production, it is assumed honeypots collect small amount of very
relevant data regarding malware activities5. Honeypots collect data only when someone
is interacting with them. Small data sets are easier for real-time analysis, and more costeffective to identify and act on unauthorized activity.

•

More malicious traffic more effective data collection. A honeypot is assumed to be
more effective when it receives more malicious traffic, and an attacker spends a longer
time interacting with it.

•

Honeypot deployment location. It is assumed that the honeypot deployment location
has a direct impact on its data collection effectiveness. As such, it is essential to properly
determine honeypot deployment location within an organisation’s infrastructure according
to (type of) services/systems honeypot implements/emulates.

General limitations of YAKSHA honeypot-based data collection:

•

Limited data collection of attacks catalysed by user interactions. A honeypot does
not behave exactly like a real end-user environment because it is generally automated
and programmed to behave in a certain way, and as such may not address threats
catalysed by user interactions6. For example, some attack vectors may engage users
through spear fishing to visit a legitimately-looking Web site where upon specific user
interactions with the Web site the user’s machine gets infected with a malware.

•

Honeypot finger printing 4. Honeypots can potentially be detected by attackers. It is a
known limitation of honeypot data collection. Because often honeypots are built in virtual
machine environments, if a virtual machine does not match the conditions of a targeted
system then a malware will not run there (or a launcher will not decrypt the malware
sample for execution). For example, by checking for processes with names that suggest
a virtual environment. Because honeypots are independent/separate from production
systems, attackers may approach that limitation and check, for example, which recent
files have been opened, or some environmental artefacts, logged-in users, etc. to
determine target systems.
Another limitation is that a virtual honeypot may get detected more easily than a physical
honeypot, and attract less malicious traffic than physical honeypots.

•

Collection of data from direct interactions only 4. Honeypots collect data only from
activities that directly interact with the honeypot. Honeypots can only monitor interactions

6

M. Parker, "Why honeypot technology is no longer effective", 2015.
https://www.cso.com.au/article/576966/why-honeypot-technology-no-longer-effective/

Available

at
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made directly with them. They cannot monitor or detect attacks if such activities occur
against other systems/machines of an organisation’s infrastructure.
•

Risk of honeypot infection4. High-interaction honeypots are a very suitable tool for data
collection of malware activities. However, given they offer a real operating
system/platform they bring a risk of being potentially infected by a malware and used to
attack/infect other systems. Low-interaction honeypots do not bring that risk of infection.

4.3. Legal Ground for Honeypot Data Collection and Processing
YAKSHA innovates the use of honeypot technology through two main concepts: (1) honeypot
deployment as a service and (2) honeypot analytics as a service. It will allow companies and
organisations analyse their systems in terms of security breaches and attacks. To do so, YAKSHA
will enable organisations host an image of their systems or services in honeypots and receive
periodical reports for attacks in the system, their severity and how they were performed.

4.3.1. Honeypot Data
Although YAKSHA offers innovative way of provisioning honeypot technology to end user
organisations, the type of collected data by YAKSHA honeypots will not differ from the type of
data collected by honeypots used in the cybersecurity community.
There are two categories of data collected by YAKSHA honeypots:
•

Communications content data. This regards contents of communications established with
a honeypot. Such content data may regard bodies of email messages, file content,
message content, network packets (including payload) captured, commands executed in
a shell account, typed passwords, and any other content data obtained from network
sessions with a honeypot.

•

Communications metadata. This regards non-content data of communications, but
metadata used to establish communications with honeypots. Such meta data mainly
regards transactional data such as traffic data and location data of such communications
including IP addresses, network ports, network protocols, account names, header
information, time, date, etc.

Cyber attribution. Honeypots’ data collection is strongly connected with the principle of cyber
attribution, that is the aim to attribute malicious activities (such as malware, DoS, brute force, port
scanning, escalation of privileges, etc.) to communication sessions, network endpoints or users’
communication equipment [34]. Attribution is related to determining the impact of threats or
attacks on organizations’ infrastructures. To that extent, the communication metadata collected
by YAKSHA honeypots can be categorised as:
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•

Spatiotemporal data necessary to trace and identify source and destination of
communications such as IP addresses, domain names, time and duration of
communications;

•

Operational data necessary to identify type of communications such as Internet protocol
(e.g., ftp, ssh, samba, telnet), network ports, account names, etc. used by users’
communication equipment.

4.3.2. GDPR Compliance for Legal Ground to Data Collection and
Processing
Legal grounds to honeypots data collection and processing are discussed in [28][29]. We will
recall important to YAKSHA legal grounds for honeypots data collection and processing in the
context of the General Data Protection Regulation7 (GDPR), followed by legal ground discussions
for the countries of Malaysia and Vietnam in Section 4.3.3.
We will first present that data collected by honeypots regarding IP addresses is considered as
indirectly identifiable personal data. Given that an IP address is associated with a specified device
and the assumption of a strong connection between a device and its user(s), it is considered that
IP addresses can lead to identification of persons as indirectly identifiable personal data [30]. The
assumption is particularly relevant for cases of smart phones, tablets smart hand-held devices,
consumer IoT devices and home automation devices (e.g., smart TV, IoT gateways, home
routers), etc. We note that according to Gartner8, by year 2020, 25% of cyber-attacks against
enterprises will involve IoT devices.
GDPR explicitly recognizes IP addresses as possible means for indirect identification of a person
(see §30) and considers IP addresses constitute personal data as of Article 4 (1).
During the operation of honeypots, IP addresses collected from communications with honeypots
can be either from devices of customers of the company operating the honeypots (in YAKSHA
terms – the organisation operating a YAKSHA node), or third persons’ devices that are
compromised and used to perform attacks.
It is considered that user consent to data collection and processing is not feasible in such a case
[31]. We recall that by definition honeypots are hidden and not discoverable by end users in their
day to day service operations and needs [29][32]. Given that, it is recommended to rely on a
different legal ground for data collection and processing than user consent [31].

7

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection
of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data,
and repealing Directive 95/46/EC. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2016/679/oj
8 https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3291817
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The legal ground must be chosen according to the purpose for data collection and processing.
According to [28], a relevant purpose for data collection and processing by honeypots is:
•

Safeguarding the security of the service – for the case of production honeypots;

•

Research and prevention of future threats -- for the case of research honeypots.

We recall that honeypots can be classified by purpose [32][33], such as a production honeypot
used in origination’s environment to protect organizations and mitigate risks, and a research
honeypot designated to gain information about current and future attacks without adding direct
value to organizations wishing to protect their information.
Given YAKSHA’s end users and scope – companies and organisations wishing to analyse their
systems or services in terms of security breaches -- we believe that YAKSHA fits to the purpose
for production honeypots. In the following we will focus the discussion on the case of production
honeypots. We note that one can derive similar conclusions for the case of research honeypots
where the main difference seen is on dealing with aspects of purpose limitation and retention
period for data processing and sharing ensuring users privacy [28].
Conclusion 1 (purpose for processing): YAKSHA relevant purpose for data collection and
processing is for safeguarding security of services and systems of organisations.
Any organization hosting a YAKSHA node, a data controller of the associated honeypots
collection, can rely on its legitimate interest in the cybersecurity of the company’s network and
services. In analogy to findings in [28], we have the following conclusion:
Conclusion 2 (lawfulness of processing): Given the legitimate purpose for processing
(Conclusion 1) and according to Article 6, paragraph 1, point f of GDPR, organizations having
deployed YAKSHA honeypot platform into their premises (within EU) can process personal data
captured by honeypots.
In case of honeypots data collection, an adequate period of data retention by a data controller is
strictly connected to the purpose of data processing. As argued in [28], in the case of production
honeypots data should be erased periodically after a short period of time or after a security
incident is resolved.
Conclusion 3 (retention period): YAKSHA end user organizations should retain data collected
from the YAKSHA honeypot platform for a short period of time or until a security incident is
resolved. Should an organization (data controller) wish to keep data for longer period, it must not
exceed the proportionality of data subjects’ rights of Article 6, paragraph 1, point f of GDPR.
Otherwise, data controller should seek consent from data subjects or properly anonymise data.
Relevant to YAKSHA is the aspect of sharing of cybersecurity data. YAKSHA end user
organizations are operators of YAKSHA honeypots and may have the duty to share information
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about cybersecurity incidents according to the NIS Directive 9. In such a case, data collected by
YAKSHA honeypots can be processed (e.g., transferred to competent authorities, CSIRTs) under
the legal basis of Article 6, paragraph 1, point c of GDPR.
YAKSHA promotes end user organisations collecting data by means of YAKSHA platform share
data with other organisations hosting a YAKSHA platform in order to improve both individual
organisation’s cybersecurity posture and the cybersecurity posture of cross-organisation network
ecosystem.
Conclusion 4 (data sharing/transfer): Data sharing or transfer among YAKSHA end user
organizations that occurs within the borders of the EU, the European Free Trade Area, or between
the EU and third countries with adequate level of protection should be a legal ground for
processing by Article 6, paragraph 1, point f. The legitimate interest for processing and sharing
will be the interest of users of communication networks whenever YAKSHA data sharing
contributes to improving the security posture of such networks. This legitimate interest (of data
sharing) must be proportionate to the rights of data subjects such as in terms of purpose limitation
and retention period, otherwise subject consent or data anonymization (pseudonymization)
should be sought to ensure legal basis of data sharing.
Given the sensitivity of data collected (e.g., vulnerable devices’ IP addresses and potential
identification of users) as well as organisations’ policies and practices, YAKSHA platform should
ensure security and privacy of data when shared with other organisations using appropriate
technical means (e.g., pseudonymization, anonymization, encryption, etc.).

4.3.3. ASEAN Legal Ground for Honeypot Data Collection and Processing
We will present the legal ground for honeypot data collection for the countries of Malaysia and
Vietnam following similar lines of conclusions for purpose limitation, lawfulness, retention period
and data sharing/transfer to other countries.
Malaysia legal ground
In Malaysia, there is the need to comply with the Personal Data Protection Act 2010 (PDPA) 10.
Any activities that involve collecting, processing and disseminating of personal data information
are subject to the PDPA. Since the project is about collecting and sharing network data, such as
IP addresses, network ports, protocols, etc. for analysis purposes, legal basis for such data

9

Directive (EU) 2016/1148 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 July 2016 concerning
measures for a high common level of security of network and information systems across the Union.
http://data.europa.eu/eli/dir/2016/1148/oj
10
Laws
of
Malaysia.
Act
709.
Personal
Data
Protection
Act
2010.
http://www.pdp.gov.my/images/LAWS_OF_MALAYSIA_PDPA.pdf
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processing will be referenced to the PDPA whenever such data constitutes personal data
according to the Act.
The PDPA Section 4 “Interpretation” states ““personal data” means any information in respect of
commercial transactions … that relates directly or indirectly to a data subject, who is identified or
identifiable from that information or from that and other information in the possession of a data
user…”
Regarding pilot execution taking place in Malaysia, CSM will be in charge to ensure legal ground
for YAKSHA data processing by having an agreement between both parties (CSM & UTEM) that
have a specific clause mentioning the consent of data collection and dissemination.

During the operation of Honeypot, since the Honeypot device will be hosted at UTEM, data
collected (such as IP addresses) belong to UTEM. As stated earlier, it is needed consent from
UTEM for the data to be shared with external parties (under YAKSHA project). This is also the
practice adopted within the LebahNet project. In such case, UTEM can process the data since
the Honeypot project is about research.
If data is used for commercial intention and purpose, then organisations processing such data
must comply to the PDPA 2010 Act under Sections 6, 8 or Section 45 – that is, they must first
obtain user consent from data subjects on the scope, purpose and relevance of data collection
before any data processing takes place. Particularly, under Section 6 (General Principle) of
PDPA:
•

Paragraph (1): Any personal data (other than sensitive data) shall not be processed
unless the data subject has given his consent to the processing of the personal data;

•

Paragraph (3): Personal data shall not be processed unless: (a) the personal data is
processed for a lawful purpose, (b) the processing of the personal data is necessary for
or directly related to that purpose; and (c) the personal data is adequate but not excessive
in relation to that purpose.

Under Section 8 (Disclosure Principle) of PDPA: No personal data shall, without the consent of
the data subject, be disclosed for any purpose other than the purpose for which the personal data
was to be disclosed at the time of collection.
Given the above, we can derive the following conclusions:
Conclusion 1 (purpose for processing): Organizations having deployed YAKSHA honeypots can
collect and process data without any user consent or obligation to PDPA if the purpose of data
collection and processing is for research purposes only and not for commercial intention. In the
context of YAKSHA, a relevant purpose for processing is any research/investigation for
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safeguarding security of services and systems of organizations. Any usage of data for commercial
intention and purpose, the organisations must comply to the PDPA 2010 Act as described above.
Conclusion 2 (lawfulness of processing): Organizations having deployed YAKSHA honeypot
platform into their network can process data collected by the platform under the PDPA as long as
the purpose for processing in Conclusion 1 is respected. That is, there is no legal issue of data
processing identified with respect to PDPA as long as the purpose for processing is for research
(investigation) for safeguarding security of services and systems of organizations, and not for
commercial use.
Conclusion 3 (retention period): On Malaysia PDPA 2010 Act, retention period is not relevant in
the YAKSHA Project as this is a research and development project. No commercial intent or
purpose is related to the retention.
Conclusion 4 (data sharing/transfer): Data sharing or transfer among YAKSHA end user
organizations that occurs within Malaysia are not bound to the legal ground for processing by
PDPA 2010 Act for that matter, unless it is for commercial intent.
Vietnam legal ground
In general, IP addresses or other honeypot data will be considered as personal data only in
case(s) that the collected information relates to specific person(s). As it is mentioned in Law on
Cyber Information Security (LCIS - Law No. 86/2015/QH13): The LCIS defines “personal data” as
information associated with the identification of a specific person. Other laws related to personal
data also have their own definitions, which resemble the definition in the LCIS.
However, if information about legal entities includes information that meets the definition of
personal data, for example, information about employees, the information is considered personal
data.
Other relevant provisions can be found in the Constitution, the Civil Code (Law No.
33/2005/QH11), the Law on Protection of Consumers’ Rights (Law No. 59/2010/QH12), the Law
on E-Commerce (Law No. 51/2005/QH11), the Law on Information Technology (Law No.
67/2006/QH11), the Law on Insurance Business (Law No. 24/2000/QH11 as amended by Law
No. 61/2010/QH12), and the Law on Credit Institutions (Law No. 47/2010/QH12). 11
Conclusion 1 (processing data): Under the LCIS, according to Article 17, organizations having
deployed YAKSHA honeypot need to follow:

Data Protected – Vietnam, by Allens, https://www.linklaters.com/en/insights/data-protected/dataprotected---vietnam
11
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•

Must only collect personal data after obtaining the consent of the data subject on the
scope and purpose of the collection and use of such information.

•

Must obtain the consent of the data subject to use the collected personal information for
anything other than the initial purposes.

At the moment, there is no special law for honeypot in Vietnam. However, Article 21, point 3 of
The Law on Information Technology sets out other conditions in which personal data can be
processed without the consent of a data subject including for:
•

Signing, modifying or performing contracts on the use of information, products or services
in the network environment.

•

Calculating charges for use of data or services in the network environment.

•

Performing other obligations provided for by law.

Beside those conditions, there is no exception case that an individual or organization can collect
and process personal data without user consent. Generally, there are no specific formalities to
obtain consent from a data subject. However, under the Law on Information Technology, and
unless a legal exemption applies, organizations having deployed YAKSHA honeypot must inform
a data subject of the form, scope, place and purpose for the collection, processing and use of
the data subject’s personal data11.
Conclusion 2 (data transferring/sharing): According to Article 17, point 1, part c, YAKSHA end
user organizations are refrained from providing, sharing or spreading to a third party personal
information they have collected, accessed or controlled, unless they obtain the consent of the
owners of such personal information or at the request of competent state agencies.
Conclusion 3 (protecting data): According to Article 16, paragraph 2 and 3, and Article 19 of
LCIS, YAKSHA end user organizations need to ensure appropriate management and technical
measures to protect personal information they have collected and stored, develop and publicize
their own measures to process and protect personal information.
According to Article 19, point 2, when a security incident occurs or threatens to occur, YAKSHA
end user organizations shall take remedy and stoppage measures as soon as possible.
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5. End Users and Use Cases
5.1. End Users
The end user organisations for YAKSHA belong to both EU and ASEAN region – with one end
user each from Greece, Vietnam and Malaysia. Building upon the willingness of the consortium
to expand the scope of the pilots deployed in the project, a third pilot involving the partner
Cybersecurity Malaysia (CSM) is being discussed. More information will be detailed once CSM’s
status as third pilot has been confirmed via the First Grant Agreement Amendment launched.
•

Greece: The Hellenic Telecommunications Organisation S.A. (OTE), member of the
Deutsche Telekom (DT) Group of Companies, is the incumbent telecommunications provider
in Greece. OTE offers a wide range of technologically advanced services such as high-speed
data communications, mobile telephony, internet access, infrastructure provision, multimedia
services, leased lines, maritime and satellite communications, telex and directories. OTE’s
vision is to rank among the largest telecommunications companies in Europe within the DT
Group, and through its international investments (mainly in the area of South-Eastern
Europe), now addresses a potential customer base of 60 million people (approx.), making
OTE the largest telecommunications provider in SE Europe. OTE focuses on optimizing the
operation of its infrastructure and on offering high quality services.
OTE is involved in many technological and infrastructural issues and is an active participant
in many EU and international collaborative projects. OTE’s current R&D activities include
broadband technologies and services, next generation network architectures, infrastructure
development etc., following to the challenges for the development of a fully competitive
network infrastructure & a portfolio of innovative services/facilities.

•

Vietnam: Digital Identity Solutions Vietnam (DIS Vn). DIS Vn is a private company based
in Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam. DIS Vn is a company specialised in security software
development and testing. DIS Vn is co-operating and conducting knowledge transfer between
similar security software development companies in Finland.

•

Malaysia: CyberSecurity Malaysia (CSM): CSM is an agency that provides specialised
cybersecurity services and continuously identifies possible areas that may be detrimental to
national security and public safety. The role of CSM is to provide specialised cyber security
services contributing immensely towards a bigger national objective in preventing or
minimising disruptions to critical information infrastructure to protect the public, the economy,
and government services. CSM provides on-demand access to a wide variety of resources
to maintain in-house security expertise, as well as access to advanced tools and education
to assist in proactive or forensic investigations. CSM will act as end user working with support
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from Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM). UTeM is the 1st Technical Public University
in Malaysia and boasts strengths in technical fields – namely Engineering, IT, and
Management Technology. UTeM has cemented a reputation of being a source of high-quality
engineering graduates with the capability of meeting the requirements of high-tech industries.

5.2. Use Cases
As part of the methodology defined activities, relevant consortium partners were asked to
elaborate and provide a description of use case scenarios following a template to facilitate
analysis of use cases in terms of specific threats and needs of data collection. It was considered
that the provided use case descriptions might be subject of further revision and elaboration, and
consequently the analysis of use cases should iterate to take into account latest aspects and
needs. In the following, we report descriptions of use cases provided by DIS Vn and OTE along
with specific per use case threats identified.

5.2.1. Use Case 1: Hospital Identity and Access Management12
USE CASE 1 SUMMARY
Use case name

Hospital Identity and Access Management

Use case ID

YAKSHA-UC1

Responsible
Partner

DIS Vn
The goal of employing a YAKSHA Node in this use case is the possibility to
detect any potential security threats present in DIS Vn current setup in DIS
Vn clients’ premises, thereby strengthening DIS Vn cyber security stance and

Target

learning more about cyber security practises in the process. DIS Vn system
involves handling real personal data so knowing how to protect this
information is a large responsibility, and this is where the YAKSHA honeypot
service can really be of high value

Deployment due M19 (July 2019)
date

5.2.1.1

Use Case Description

DISVN develops a software product called Datamaster, which is an Identity Management (IdM)
software for managing identities and work periods of employees in a company and their rights to
use software and services in the system. Currently, DISVN’s clients are hospitals in Finland, and
12

An ongoing activity regarding Use Case 1 is taking place considering an airline VietJetAir
(https://www.vietjetair.com) and particularly its online booking system as a promising and
challenging pilot for the project’s platform demonstration of honeypot data collection and analysis.
We refer to Work Package 4 for results of this activity, in particular to deliverable D4.2.
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the IT infrastructure is mainly constituted of software and solutions installed on Linux or Windows
servers. Currently no mobile devices are used in this use case. These software comprise of for
example HR applications, patient information and reporting systems, and various other systems
or services specific to the hospital. The Datamaster architecture describing Datamaster’s
connection to other services in the hospital is described in the next section.
The stakeholders mentioned below mainly involve those who interact directly with the Datamaster
software, with some general mention of other software present in the hospital.
The stakeholders and their relationship with the use case system:
●

Service desk employees: the service desk employees can view all employee personal
data in Datamaster and related information such as education and competences, hospital
keys and smart cards, give access rights to use other software in the hospital.

●

Hospital IT department: IT admins have access to the whole infrastructures, having
unobstructive access to both applications and the underlying server and low-level
infrastructure. This means root access to servers, firewalls, and applications.

●

Managers: managers in a department in a hospital can view all employee personal data
in Datamaster, and they also get certain predefined rights to other software based on
their position (job title). Managers can request additional rights to their subordinates.

●

Service administrators: service administrators are people in charge of administering a
particular set of services in the hospital. For example, there can be specific groups of
people managing AD, while another group oversees patient information services. These
people are responsible for adding, changing and removing rights of employees only to
the services that they are administering.

●

DISVN developers: DISVN developers have full access to the Datamaster application
and the server in which Datamaster is installed, but not to other applications.
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Figure 2: UC1 System Architecture High-level Communication View

Figure 2 shows the system architecture high-level view. In this architecture, the identity
management suite (Datamaster server by itself, or coupled with another IdM software acting as
the provisioning server) gives rights to employees to use services and software within the hospital
environment. The employee information first comes from the HR system. Then, the IdM suite
calculates the employees’ rights based on their work period, the organization unit they work in,
and their job title. These rights are then automatically managed (to be created or revoked) in the
respective services.
For example, a new employee to the HR system will get a new AD account and basic rights to
view patient data if the person is a nurse.
5.2.1.2

Operating Systems

Some of the operating systems used are:
•

Windows server (version may vary)

•

Windows 7 - 10 (version may vary)

•

RedHat Enterprise Linux 6.8, 7.4

5.2.1.3

Security Threats

Table 2 shows possible security threats identified for the use case. ENISA threat taxonomy [4]
was followed for consistent identification and categorisation of threats.
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Table 2: UC1 Security Threats

Threat category

Threat

Components affected

Malicious code /software/
activity

Virus, worms/Trojans,
backdoor, ransomware

Client or server computers

Malicious code /software/
activity

Rootkit, elevation of
privileges

Client or server computers

Malicious code /software/
activity

Code injection SQL/XSS

Database server

Denial of service

Denial of service

Active Directory, the IdM suite,
any services that provide a
public interface such as HTTP
endpoint.

5.2.2. Use Case 2: Smart Home IoT Platform Testbed
USE CASE 2 SUMMARY
Use case name

Smart Home IoT Platform Testbed

Use case ID

YAKSHA-UC2

Responsible
Partner

OTE
The goal of the use case is to use a YAKSHA node within a pre-commercial
environment (infrastructure and settings) provided by OTE to collect real
data of potential attacks against the smart home IoT platform (precommercial) product. YAKSHA analytics capability will be used to raise

Target

awareness and provide decision support in strengthening the cybersecurity
posture of the product.
Using YAKSHA in a pre-commercial environment will make OTE aware of
potential attacks in the wild against OTE’s products and services.

Deployment due
date

5.2.2.1

M18 (June 2019)

Use Case Description

One of the new services under development at OTE labs is an IoT platform to provide smart home
solutions for end users. The IoT testbed which is under deployment is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: UC2 IoT Testbed Layout

A wide range of end-devices and sensors are integrated on the IoT platform. Such devices include
cameras, microphones, motion sensors, temperature / humidity sensors, energy consumption
monitoring devices, etc. The aforementioned devices use multiple technologies (WiFi, 4G, high
speed links) for communicating with the IoT platform. Via LoRaWAN gateway, monitoring data
are sent to a common backend system with optimized cloud storage. Figure 4 depicts some of
the sensors integrated within the OTE IoT testbed.
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Figure 4: UC2 A Set of Sensors and End-devices Integrated within the IoT Testbed

Additionally, the end users can connect remotely to the back-end system to have access to their
data, as well as control their end-devices. For example, switching on/off lights, monitoring
temperature and humidity, detecting motion, tracking power and energy consumption, etc. Figure
5 presents the “home assistant” graphical user interface.
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Figure 5: UC2 “Home Assistant” Graphical User Interface

The back-end system is also enabled to provide data analytics, as well as real-time data
visualisation to the end users, as shown in Figure 6. End-users are also enabled to create
customised figures and data visualisation. For example, users are enabled to select the
starting/ending point of the requested data, the duration (on an hourly/daily/monthly basis), etc.

Figure 6: UC2 IoT Platform Data Visualization

Hence, the considered OTE IoT platform supports the following capabilities:
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●

Monitoring (power/energy/voltage),

●

Energy management/Control (remotely, on-demand),

●

Facility automation (based on predefined events/rules),

●

Push notifications at end-users’ mobile devices,

●

Enhanced security and data privacy (VPN, SSL Certificates),

●

Data visualization.

Figure 7: UC2 A Complete Smart Home Solution for Customers

Figure 7 shows a holistic case, where different sensors integrated within OTE’s IoT platform could
support several aspects of end-users’ daily life, including:
●

Energy monitoring and control,

●

Heating control,

●

Remote load control,

●

Hardware monitoring,

●

Positioning and status monitoring of vehicles,

●

Actuation based on predefined events,

●

Automatization.

5.2.2.2

Operating Systems

The operating systems used are:
●

Analytics server: Linux (Ubuntu/CentOS)

●

Gateway: Rasbian

●

IoT devices: Custom versions that vary.
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5.2.2.3

Security Threats

Table 3 shows the possible security threats identified for the use case. ENISA threat taxonomy
[4] was followed for consistent identification and categorisation of threats.
Table 3: UC2 Security Threats

Threat category

Threat

Component affected

Malicious code /software/
activity

Virus, worms/trojans,
botnets, backdoors

Gateways

Malicious code /software/
activity

Privilege escalation

Gateway

Malicious code /software/
activity

Code injection

Database server

Denial of service

Denial of service

Analystics Server

Distributed Denial of Service

Distributed Denial of Service

External targets (botnet)

Miners

Privilege escalation

Gateway

Execution of arbitrary code in
IoT devices

Remote code execution

IoT devices

Leakage of private data

Data leakage

IoT devices

5.2.3. Use Case 3: Streaming Box
USE CASE 3 SUMMARY
Use case name

Streaming Box

Use case ID

YAKSHA-UC3

Responsible
Partner

OTE
The goal of the use case is to use a YAKSHA node within a pre-commercial
environment (infrastructure and settings) provided by OTE to collect real
data of potential attacks against the streaming box product and services.

Target

YAKSHA analytics capability will be used to raise awareness and provide
decision support in strengthening the cybersecurity posture of the product.
Using YAKSHA in a pre-commercial environment will make OTE aware of
potential attacks in the wild against OTE’s products and services.

Deployment due
date

M18 (June 2019)
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5.2.3.1

Use Case Description

OTE is currently developing a new product for its customers that will offer a set of streaming
services for premium content, movies, TV series, etc. The service will be provided through a
dedicated Android device so that users may enjoy the streaming content in parallel with games
and apps provided by Google Play.
The device connects to a television making it “smart”. In essence, it is a preconfigured Android
installation with some preinstalled apps to allow for the easy use and access to the content. The
device allows users to use the well-known Google Play to manage their applications and install
new content. This way, users may install well-known games, social apps etc. from their TVs. The
device authenticates the user based on her credentials to enable her access premium OTE
content through the corresponding installed app to OTE’s servers. Should authentication fail, the
user can still use all the other features of the device. Nevertheless, the premium content is only
available from the users subscribed IP address, so that it cannot be accessible from other
locations.
The overall architecture is illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8: UC3 System Architecture High-level View

5.2.3.2

Operating Systems

The operating systems used are:
●

Analytics server: Linux (Ubuntu/CentOS)

●

Gateway: Android

5.2.3.3

Security Threats

Table 4 shows the possible security threats identified for the use case. ENISA threat taxonomy
was followed for threats categorisation.
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Table 4: UC3 Security Threats

Threat category

Threat

Component affected

Malicious code /software/
activity

Virus, worms/Trojans,
botnets, backdoors

Streambox

Malicious code /software/
activity

Privilege escalation

Streambox

Malicious code /software/
activity

Code injection

Streaming server

Denial of service

Denial of service

Streaming Server

Distributed Denial of Service

Distributed Denial of Service

External targets (botnet)

Miners

Privilege escalation

Streambox

Execution of arbitrary code in
Streambox

Remote code execution

Home network devices

Leakage of private data

Data leakage

Home network devices

5.2.4. Use Case 4: UTEM Network Environment
USE CASE 4 SUMMARY
Use case name

UTEM network environment

Use case ID

YAKSHA-UC4

Responsible
Partner

CSM
The goal of employing a YAKSHA node in this use case is to detect and
collect data on malware threats such as samples and traffic logs in a
distributed manner against the web and email server in UTEM current
setup and try to mitigate malware threats in the enterprise network.
The YAKSHA analytics capability will be used by CyberSecurity Malaysia

Target

(CSM) to strengthen the cybersecurity posture of UTEM network
environment.

This also will help CyberSecurity Malaysia to learn the

efficiency of YAKSHA HoneyPot and sharing of information based on
detected and collected information on malware threats from user
environment.
Deployment due
date

M19 (July 2019)
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5.2.4.1

Use Case Description

CyberSecurity Malaysia will emulate services that commonly available on public-facing Internet
such as web servers, SSH servers, Remote Desktop servers, VNC servers, Telnet servers, and
IoT devices. As a use case, CyberSecurity Malaysia will use YAKSHA Honeypots for detecting
and capturing attacks that circumvent traditional security devices and bait for low-hanging fruit
attackers to attempt intrusion.
For this use case purposed, CyberSecurity Malaysia will deploy YAKSHA Honeypots for detecting
and capturing attacks that are a potential hazard to the user's network, thus provide valuable
supporting information such as network trends and malicious activities for incident handling and
advisory activities, and also serves as a research network for analysts to experiment with relevant
security tools and techniques.
CyberSecurity Malaysia will identify the type of cyber-attacks that are operating within the network
that the sensors are deployed. Identification of cyber threat trends within the cyber landscape will
therefore allow CyberSecurity Malaysia to alert and advise cyber threats issues pertaining to its
constituency in order to mitigate successful cyber-attacks in Malaysia.
The YAKSHA analytics capability will allow for vulnerabilities emulation of operating systems used
in an enterprise to alert security administrators on source of attacks at YAKSHA nodes deployed
by CyberSecurity Malaysia.
The data collected and emulated will purposely for the beneficial use of YAKSHA project, and this
is where the YAKSHA Honeypot service can really be of eminent value.
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5.2.4.2

Security Threats

Although CSM use case is being elaborated as an ongoing activity, it has been decided to report
some results of threat analysis for the sake of completeness of the threat landscape presentation
of use cases. Table 5 shows the security threats identified for the use case by CSM. As before,
the ENISA threat taxonomy was followed.
Table 5: UC4 Security Threats

Threat category

Threat

Component affected

Malicious code / software
/activity

Worms/ Trojans

Modem, router, PC, Laptop

Malicious code / software/
activity

Web application attacks /
injection attacks (SQL
Injection, Remote/Local File
Inclusion, Remote Code
Execution, XSS)

Web Server

Brute force

Brute forcing against
administrative credentials of
respective services like root,
super-user and admin
accounts.

SSH Server, VNC Server,
MSSQL Server, MySQL
Server, Telnet server, SMB
Server, FTP Server, TFTP
Service Handler
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6. Algorithms, Methods and Procedures for Honeypot
Data Collection
Since the early 60s, when the first notes about ARPANET were written by Leonard Kleinrock, the
Internet has evolved from a basic military communication network to a vast interconnected
cyberspace, enabling a myriad of new forms of interaction. Despite the great opportunities, there
are people that aim to hinder the proper functionality of Internet, similarly than in the real world.
Their motivations are diverse, money and information being the most attractive [14]. Malware (i.e.,
software that deliberately fulfils the harmful intent of an attacker) is a useful tool to accomplish
such nefarious goals.
Attackers exploit vulnerabilities in web services, browsers and operating systems, or use social
engineering techniques to infect users’ computers. Moreover, they use multiple techniques [13]
like dead code insertion, register reassignment, subroutine reordering, instruction substitution,
code transposition, and code integration to evade detection by traditional defences like firewalls,
antivirus and gateways [6]. Malware is continuously evolving in different forms such as variety
(innovative methods), complexity (packaging and obfuscation mechanisms) and speed (fluidity of
threats) [12].
Security vendors offer software tools that aim to identify malicious software components in order
to protect legitimate users from these threats. Typically, these tools apply some sort of signature
matching process to identify known threats. Therefore, such technique requires the vendor to
provide a database of signatures which are then compared against potential threats. Such
signatures should be generic enough to also match with variants of the same threat, but not falsely
match on legitimate content. Nevertheless, the analysis of malware and the successive
construction of signatures by human analysts are neither scalable nor robust. Slight changes in
the software signature may generate hundreds of variants from a single malware instance.
Moreover, anti-virus vendors such as Symantec [15] as well as McAfee [16] receive thousands of
unknown samples per day. Therefore, signature-based techniques are unable to detect the
previously unseen malicious executables (zero-day malwares).
To overcome such limitation of signature-based methods, automatic malware analysis techniques
are required, which can be either static or dynamic. Static analysis performs its task without
actually executing the sample, while dynamic analysis refers to techniques that execute a sample
and verify the actions this sample performs in practice. Malware analysis techniques help the
analysts to understand the risks of a given code and use such information to react to new trends
in malware development or take preventive measures. However, the automatic analysis of
malware is far from a trivial task, as malware writers frequently employ obfuscation techniques,
such as binary packers, encryption, or self-modifying code, to obstruct analysis [22], [23].
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Moreover, to further avoid analysis, malware authors may further introduce other anti-forensic
methods including anti-debugging and virtual machine detection13.

6.1. Malware Definition and Types
Malware instances exist in a wide range of not mutually exclusive variations. The main families of
malware [9] are described in Table 6. For more on malicious code see [24].
Table 6: Description of Main Malware Families

Malware family

Description
A worm is defined as “a program that can run independently and can

Worm

propagate a fully working version of itself to other machines.” [20].
Therefore, worms reproduce and propagate themselves by the network.
A virus is defined as “a piece of code that adds itself to other programs,

Virus

including operating Systems” [25]. The main drawback of viruses is that
they cannot run independently and require that its ‘host’ program be run
to activate them.”

Trojan Horse

Software that pretends to be useful, but part of its code performs malicious
actions in the background.

Spyware

Software that retrieves sensitive information from a victim’s system and
transfers this information to the attacker.
The aim of a bot is to infect a system to get control of it. Therefore, the

Bot

creator of the malware is able to remotely control one or more (in a botnet)
systems. The common use of such bots is send spam emails or perform
spyware activities.
A Rootkit is a software that remains hidden from a user computer system
and is able to perform operations at different system levels, for example,

Rootkit

by instrumenting API calls in user-mode or tampering with operating
system structures if implemented as a kernel module or device driver.
Therefore, a rootkit is able to hide processes, files, or network connections
on an infected system.

6.2. Detecting Malware Basics
In the most naïve approach, a malware is static piece of executable code that is usually either
sent to the victim directly or injected in a benign file and the attacker tries to use social engineering
methods to lure her into executing it. In this regard, the malware contains the same pieces of code
13

Garfinkel, Simson. "Anti-forensics: Techniques, detection and countermeasures." 2nd International
Conference on i-Warfare and Security. Vol. 20087. 2007.
Kessler, Gary C. "Anti-forensics and the digital investigator." Australian Digital Forensics Conference. 2007.
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in each infection. Therefore, if one could isolate this piece of code, she could create a filter to
detect these instances. This could constitute the signature of a malware. A more efficient method
to detect this signature would be to use hashes as this way the signature would be significantly
smaller e.g. 256 bits with a really low false positive rate. In this regard, one scans over retrieved
files in blocks and hashes them trying to correlate this information with known malicious hashes.
To counter this, modern malware applies several methods, yet several pieces of code may remain
the same, not in a continuous form though. Therefore, one could perform standard string search
methods to find malware using e.g. regular expressions or more advanced pattern recognition
methods. A framework to easily search for patterns in samples is YARA14 which provides an easy
to use interface to perform pattern matching via user-defined rules. Given enough samples of the
same malware one could also use yarGen15 to easily generate YARA rules. More advanced
methods like Koodus16 may extend YARA to include other rules, stemming from dynamic data.
In general, when trying to assess a malware we try to identify:
•

What does the malware do? In many cases this question cannot be answered directly as
the code is heavily armoured and obfuscated so we need check what capabilities does
the malware have like DLLs, API calls etc.

•

What changes does the malware make to the system? We need to see filesystem
changes, registry, changes in hidden/protected system areas e.g. MFT table, slack space
etc.

•

With whom does the malware communicate? In this regard, we need to intercept network
traffic, which in many cases might be encrypted.

•

What does the malware do in the system during runtime? To answer this question, we
usually should study memory dumps, e.g. using volatility, so e.g. encryption keys,
PowerShell scripts in the case of file-less malware, code etc. can be extracted.

6.3. Malware analysis techniques
6.3.1. Static Analysis
Analysing software without executing it is called static analysis. The detection patterns used in
static analysis include memory corruption flaws, string signature, byte-sequence n-grams,
syntactic library call, control flow graph and opcode (operational code) frequency distribution etc.
[7], [26]. Static analysis tools can be used to extract useful information about a program. Call
graphs give an overview of the functions invoked and form where. If static analysis can calculate

14

https://virustotal.github.io/yara/
https://github.com/Neo23x0/yarGen
16 http://koodous.com
15
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the possible values of parameters [27], this knowledge can be used for advanced protection
mechanisms.
One of the strictest requirements is that the executable has to be unpacked and decrypted before
doing static analysis. The disassembler/debugger and memory dumper tools like IDA pro, angr
etc. can be used to reverse engineer executables and display code as Intel x86 assembly
instructions as well as to obtain protected code located in system’s memory. Such techniques
provide a lot of insight into what the malware is doing and provide patterns to identify the attackers.
In regard to problems of static analysis approaches, generally the source code of malware
samples is not readily available. Therefore, the most realistic scenario involves the analysis of the
binary representation of the malware. Analysing binaries brings along intricate challenges. For
instance, binary obfuscation techniques, which transform the malware binaries into selfcompressed and uniquely structured binary files, are able to resist reverse engineering and thus
hinder the static analysis. Moreover, information like size of data structures or variables is
unavailable when utilizing binaries, which hardens the malware code analysis [7].

6.3.2. Dynamic Analysis
Analysing the actions performed by a program while it is being executed in a controlled
environment (virtual machine, simulator, emulator, sandbox etc.) is called dynamic analysis.
Dynamic analysis is more effective as compared to static analysis and does not require the
executable to be disassembled. The idea is to disclose malware’s behaviour and its full potential.
However, it is computationally costly and resource consuming, thus elevating the scalability
issues.
Various techniques can be applied to perform dynamic analysis such as function call monitoring,
function parameter analysis, information flow tracking, instruction traces and autostart
extensibility points [7]. Table 7 briefly describes each of these techniques.
Table 7: Description of Main Dynamic Analysis Techniques

Technique

Description

Function Call

The process of intercepting and monitoring function calls is named

Monitoring

hooking. Such method intercepts the call, writes the information in a
log file, and executes the call in a transparent way.

Function Parameter

Dynamic function parameter analysis tracks the values, parameters

Analysis

and function return values of an invoked function. Therefore, the
correlation and grouping of functions that operate on the same objects
provides detailed insight into the program’s behaviour.
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Technique

Description

Information Flow

Information flow tracking analyses the propagation of “interesting”

Tracking

data throughout the system while a program manipulating this data is
executed. In general, the data that is going to be monitored is
specifically marked (tainted) with a corresponding label. Whenever
the data is processed by the application, its taint-label is propagated.

Instruction Trace

The sequence of machine instructions that the sample executed while
it was analysed can contain valuable information, which is not
represented in a higher-level abstraction (e.g., analysis report of
system and function calls).

Autostart

Autostart extensibility points (ASEPs) [17] allow programs to be

Extensibility Points

automatically invoked upon the operating system boot process or
when an application is launched. Is therefore mandatory to analyse if
a sample tries to add itself to such ASEPs, since it is a typical
behaviour of malware.

The environment in which dynamic analysis takes place is different depending on the
implementation strategy. Moreover, the closer to reality it is, the more “naturally” malware will
perform. In addition, the malware behaviour is triggered only under certain conditions (on specific
date, via a specific command or by typing a combination of keys), which cannot be detected in
virtual environment.
According to [7], we may find different implementation strategies such as: (i) Analysis in
user/kernel space, that provides high level information and enables hooking when executed in
kernel mode, (ii) emulator analysis, that emulates some hardware modules and permits deeper
level of abstraction (CR3 page table base register information), and (iii) virtual machine, which
enables further characteristics and a similar level of abstraction than emulator analysis. In addition
to that, network simulation is another important characteristic, since most of nowadays malware
will not be fully operative without internet connexion (e.g. if it sends information through internet
or tries to update himself).
Note that malware developers will try to implement countermeasures to infer if their code is being
executed in a controlled environment or not to hide as much information as possible to software
analysis [6] [7]. More details about analysis tools and characteristics are provided in Section 7.4.

6.4. Machine Learning Techniques
Nowadays, classic dynamic analysis fails at providing scalable malware analysis due to the large
amount of existing malware and its generation rate. Therefore, a prevalent methodology is the
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automatic behaviour analysis of malware binaries, such that novel strains of development can be
efficiently identified and mitigated.
Malware analysis outputs are typically xml files, log reports, feature vectors or similar structured
documentation [7]. Typically, these files are processed to obtain a multidimensional
representation of the behaviour (operations, calls or actions performed by the malware), to be
automatically analysed. There exist various machine learning methods like Association Rule,
Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Naive Bayes and Clustering [18] [19],
which are used to detect and classify unknown malware into either known malware families or tag
those samples that exhibit abnormal or unseen behaviour, for detailed analysis.
More recently, two techniques for automatic analysis of behaviour have been proposed: (i)
clustering of behaviour, which aims at discovering novel classes of malware with similar behaviour
[20], and (ii) classification of behaviour, which enables assigning unknown malware to known
classes of behaviour [21]. Previous work has studied these concepts as competing paradigms,
where either one of the two has been applied using different algorithms and representations of
behaviour. Nevertheless, both techniques may be applied iteratively (i.e. they are complementary)
to enhance the accuracy and robustness of malware analysis [9].

6.5. Software and Tools Classification
Regardless of the implementation strategy, several tools exist to perform malware analysis. We
classify them depending on the data and operations (system calls, memory changes, network
traffic) they monitor, since usually fine-grained software tools are needed to discern between
abnormal and legitimate behaviour.
The general malware analysis flow for both static and dynamic procedures is depicted in Figure
9. In the case of static analysis (upper part of the figure), usually a honeypot is used to obtain the
malicious sample. Such sample (in its binary form or obfuscated/packed in more sophisticated
variants) is later analysed with static methods to perform a feature extraction and obtain the
signature. In the case of dynamic analysis (lower part of the figure), the code sample is typically
executed in a sandbox (a full environment that emulates a computer in which several analysis
tools are installed), so that we can obtain the signature or behavioural characteristics of the
malware. The output of such procedures is later used to refine the system and classify new
malware inputs. A classification of the most prevalent analysis tools [10] [11] and its main
characteristics can be found in Table 8. For more on analysis tools and concrete characteristics
see [7].
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Figure 9: Malware Analysis Flow
Table 8: Classification of Malware Analysis Tools

Tool

Description

Examples

Websites, domains and IP

Boomerange,

cymon,

addresses analysis

desenmascara.me,dig,

Krakatau,

dnstwist, Ipinfo,

Domain

Machinae,

MaltegoVT,

NormShield

analysis

Services,

TekDefense

Automater,

Zeltser’s List, Firebug,Malzilla, JSDetox,
swftools.
-Web

traffic

(browsing
Web Traffic and

traces),

network

-Network
analyzer

anonymizers

without

leaving

interaction
(network

-Tor, OpenVPn, Privoxy, Anonymouse.org

traffic,

-CloudShark,

HTTPReplay,

Malcom,

Squidmagic, Wireshark, Maltrail.

topology, packet analysis)

Honeypots

Systems that replace and

Conpot, Cowrie, DemoHunter, Dionaea,

imitate

Gasltopf,

computers

normal

functionalities and are used

Honeyd,

HoneyDrive,

Honeytrap, Mnemosyne, Thug.

to trap and collect malware.
Malware
identification
and detection

Antivirus

and

identification tools.

malware

AnalyzePE, chkrrotkit, Loki, Manalyze,
PEV, YARA. Here we can add most of
antivirus

vendors

such

as

McAfee,

Kaspersky, Symantec etc.
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Tool

Description
Malware

samples

Examples
and

databases.

Clean MX, Contagio, Exploit Database,
Infosec, Malshare, MalwareDB, Open

Malware

Malware

samples

Tracker

Project,
h3x,

Ragpicker,

vduddu

TheZoo,

malware

repo,

ViruSign, VirusShare, VX Vault, Zelter’s
Sources, Zeus Source Code
Analysis of artifacts (e.g.

Combine, IntelMQ, iocextract, ioc_writer,

software, files) that indicate a

RiskIQ,

computer intrusion/infection

Center, OpenIOC, Ransomware overview,

with high confidence.

STIX.

Document and

Analyze malicious Javascript

analyzePDF,

shellcode

and shellcode from files such

diStrom,

analyzer

as pdf or office documents.

Origami PDF, Spidermonkey

Information

Bulk_extractor,

Indicator of
Compromise
analyzers

File carving

and

file

extraction from hard disks or

ThreatCrowd,

box-js,

Internet

JS

Beautifier,

OfficeMalScanner,

EVTXtract,

Storm

olevba,

Foremost,

Scalpel, Sflock, hachoir3

memory.
Memory
forensics

Deobfuscation
methods

Tools for identifying malware

BlackLight,

in memory images or running

inVtero.net,Muninn,

systems.

VolUtility, WinDbg,

Code

obfuscation

and

reverse XOR methods.

DAMM,

evolve,

FIndAES,

Rekall,

Volatility,

Balbuzard,FLOSS,
PackerAttacker,

de4dot,
unpacker,

XORBruteForcer, VirtualDeobfuscator
Analysis

tools

disassemblers,
Debugging and

and

reverse

reverse

frameworks.

such

as

Angr, bamfdetect, BAP, BARF, binnavi,

debuggers

Binwalk, Bokken, Capstone, codebro,

engineering

DECAF, dnSpy, dotPeek,Fibratus,GDB,
GEF, Hopper, IDA Pro, ILSpy, Kaitai

engineering

Struct,

PANDA,

PEDA,

pyew,

ROPMEMU, PyREBox, PPEE, Triton,
LordPE, OllyDbg
Windowsoriented tools

Sandbox

Tools for analyzing windows

Achoir,python-evt,

registry,

RegRipper

event

logs

and

python-registry,

similar.
Malware analysis solutions

Norman Sandbox, CWSandbox, Anubis,

with integrated tools that

TTAnalyzer, Ether, WilDCat, ThreatExpert,

performs multiple kinds of

Joebox, Panorama, Tqana, Cuckoo

analysis.
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7. YAKSHA Architecture
YAKSHA is centred on the concepts of honeypot deployment as a service and honeypot analytics
as a service, as many companies and organisations would like to analyse their systems they
deploy in terms of security vulnerabilities. YAKSHA will enable organisations to handle this task
in an automated way, for example allowing an organisation to provide an image (of specific
components/services) of their system to hook to a honeypot with some initial configuration and
receive periodical reports for attacks in the system, their severity and how they were performed.
We will present the architecture supporting the YAKSHA concepts mentioned above. We will
detail the architecture in terms of software components, the high-level functionalities to be
implemented, their interdependencies and proposed technologies to realise the components.
We will first present the architecture methodological approach adopted, followed by presentation
of the reference architecture. Particularly, we will present the architecture conceptual model to
introduce, and recall from DoA [1], core architectural components and main relationships among
them. We will then present the architecture general view to illustrate relevant communications
and message flow among components considering both inside organization domain view and
across organization domains. Following that, we will detail the distinct functionality each
component of the architecture should realise leaving the definition of specific interfaces, data
structures and message communications, to be specified as part of WP3 activities.
We will also address the security functions and communications among components of the
architecture to ensure secure and trusted data flow. Finally, we will discuss the technology and
tools proposed to support components’ functionality.

7.1. YAKSHA System Architecture Design Methodological Approach
The system design methodology approach is an integral part of the architecture and an important
step prior to start development and software programming. The specific methodology proposes
a model view that satisfies business requirements as documented in the project proposal
document, the end user cases, and depicts technology issues and software tools as presented in
Section 7.4.
Furthermore, the methodology is intended to capture and convey the significant architectural
decisions which have been made in designing and building the system as presented in Sections
7.2 and 7.3. It is the way by which the systems’ architect and others stakeholders involved in the
project can better understand the problems to be solved and how it will be represented with this
ecosystem.
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In order to depict the software as accurately as possible, the structure of the methodology is
based on the IBM’s “4+1” model view of architecture which is depicted in Figure 10 below.

Figure 10: The “4+1” View Model

Development view: The development view illustrates a system from a programmer's perspective
and is concerned with software management. This view is also known as the implementation
view. It uses the UML Component diagram to describe system components. UML Diagrams used
to represent the development view include the Package diagram.
Logical view: The logical view is concerned with the functionality that the system provides to
end-users. UML diagrams used to represent the logical view include, class diagrams, and state
diagrams.
Physical view: The physical view depicts the system from a system engineer's point of view. It
is concerned with the topology of software components on the physical layer as well as the
physical connections between these components. This view is also known as the deployment
view. UML diagrams used to represent the physical view include the deployment diagram.
Process view: The process view deals with the dynamic aspects of the system, explains the
system processes and how they communicate, and focuses on the runtime behaviour of the
system. The process view addresses concurrency, distribution, integrators, performance, and
scalability, etc. UML diagrams to represent process view include the activity diagram.
Scenarios: The description of an architecture is illustrated using a small set of use cases, or
scenarios, which become essentially a fifth view. The scenarios describe sequences of
interactions between objects and between processes. They are used to identify architectural
elements and to illustrate and validate the architecture design. They also serve as a starting point
for tests of an architecture prototype. This view is also known as the use case view.
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Table 9 summarises the architecture methodology model views.
Table 9: Architecture Methodology Model Views

View

Audience

Scope

Related Artefacts

Development Developers

Software components: describes
the layers and subsystems of the Implementation
model, components
application

Logical

Designers

Functional
Requirements:
describe the design's object
model. Also describes the most
Design Model
important use-case realizations
and business requirements of the
system.

Deployment
managers and IT
administrators

Topology: describes the mapping
of the software onto the hardware
and
shows
the
system's
distributed aspects. Describes
potential deployment structures,
by
including
known
and
Deployment model
anticipated
deployment
scenarios in the architecture we
allow the implementers to make
certain assumptions on network
performance, system interaction
and so forth.

Integrators

Non-functional
requirements:
describes
the
design's
N/A
concurrency and synchronization
aspects

all the stakeholders
of the system,
including the endusers

Describes the set of scenarios
and/or use cases that represent
some
significant,
central
functionality of the system.
Describes the actors and use
cases for the system, this view
presents the needs of the user Use-Case Model,
and is elaborated further at the Use-Case documents
design level to describe discrete
flows and constraints in more
detail. This domain vocabulary is
independent of any processing
model or representational syntax
(i.e. XML).

Physical

Process

Scenarios

The data viewpoint, shown in Table 10, which is not included in the 4+1 aforementioned
viewpoints, and its related artefacts (Data model, Data components specification and design) will
be further documented in D2.3 YAKSHA Ontology and WP3 “Design and Software Development”
work package.
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Table 10: Architecture Methodology Data Model View

View

Audience
Database
administrators,
evaluation experts

Data

Scope

Related Artifacts

Persistence:
describes
the
architecturally
significant
Data model
persistent elements in the data
mode

The subsystems that will be deployed or configured will take into account the following general
principles:
1. Open architecture system. The usage of open standards will be provided. This will
ensure the independence from a specific vendor.
•

Appropriate cooperation between the various applications (modules) and
subsystems of the Information System,

•

Remote cooperation between applications or/and systems that are located in
different Information Systems

•

Extensibility of the systems and applications

•

Easy configuration of the operation of the applications (maintenance of the
applications and databases)

2. Modular architecture of the system. In this way, future expansions, add-ins, updates
or changes of the discrete parts of the software or the hardware will be allowed.
3. N-tier architecture, for the flexibility of the allocation of costs and loads between central
systems and workstations for the effective exploitation of the network and the
convenience of the extensibility.
4. Operation of the individual applications, subsystems and solutions that will be
discrete parts of the proposed solution. The proposed solution will be offered to a webbased environment, which will be the main “workplace” for the administrators and the
authorized users of the applications aiming at:
•

Achievement of the greatest possible uniformity to the interactions between the
individual subsystems

•

Choice of common and user-friendly ways of presentation, regarding the
interactions of users with the applications
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5. Assurance of complete functionality through the intranet and Internet wherever
needed.
6. Usage of NoSQL Document Oriented Database for the easy administration of large
amounts of data, the ability of creation of applications that are user-friendly, the adequate
availability of the system and the ability of controlling access to data. The following key
issues will be assured:
•

Open development environment,

•

Open documented and published interoperability systems for the interaction with
third parties,

•

Open communication protocols

•

Open environment regarding the transfer and exchange of data with other
systems

7. The tools that will be used for the deployment, maintenance and administration of
applications will be compatible with the infrastructure that is being offered (web,
application and database servers).
8. Usage of graphical user interface for the effective usage of the applications and the
easy way of learning them.
9. Integration of online help to the subsystems and instructions to the users per module.
10. Assurance of completion, integrity and security of applications’ data.
11. Documentation of the system through the detailed description of database and
applications. Compilation of technical brochures of the system and the system manuals,
and detailed operation manuals and user manuals. The documentation will include
Application Programming Interface for the code of the application.
12. Exploitation of the technological advantages of server consolidation and virtualization
and specifically the operation of the systems that will be deployed in virtual machines
13. Classified access to subsystems, regarding the kind of services and the rights of each
user.
14. Security of systems and applications from unauthorized users, such as changes in
rights access, unauthorized modification, malware usage, termination of operations and
physical security of Information Systems.
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15. Security of networks and infrastructure from unauthorised logical access, modification
of routing network, termination of communication, physical protection of communication
infrastructure.

7.2. Architecture and Components Definition
YAKSHA is defined to be a distributed system of YAKSHA nodes where nodes are hosted and
owned by different organisations. Each YAKSHA node is an independent and complete system
that allows organizations to customize honeypots to their needs and automatically deploy
honeypots to analyse in details the cyber threats an organisation is subject to. To do so, each
node will offer pre-defined and dedicated software components that will allow extensive collection,
monitoring and analysis of malware activities and attack patterns with the aim to support
organizations in the evaluation of the security posture of their systems and decision making on
potential mitigation actions.
An important part of the YAKSHA node analytics is the capability of correlating local to a node
collection of malware samples over time with those samples collected and shared on a global
scale across different organizations’ nodes. The YAKSHA cross-view correlation approach will be
capable of analysing causality relationships between local alerts detected in the monitored
organisation’s system and the global threat phenomena observed across various organizations’
honeypots (across YAKSHA nodes). This approach is beneficial to assess the attack severity and
to evaluate its impact to the organisation’s system.

7.2.1. Architecture Conceptual Model
Figure 11 shows the conceptual model of YAKSHA architecture. It provides the overall model of
all key entities and components defined in YAKSHA, their relationships and their interactions.
Cyber-criminals are entities that use malware (malicious software) to infect and attack
organisations’ systems. Honeypots collect data about malware samples and activities.
YAKSHA will provide dedicated sandbox environments17 for IoT, SCADA, Android, etc. where
Organisations will be able to set and customise their Honeypots according to their needs.
YAKSHA will integrate relevant Tools for malware analysis and data collection into the sandbox
environments to enable more extensive and fine-grained collection of data regarding malware
samples and activities.
We remark that the envisaged tools for data collection will allow YAKSHA honeypots collect data
not only regarding malware (behaviour) interactions occurring within honeypot’s environment but
also (malicious) remote user interactions with honeypots. The aim is to allow data collection of

17

See Task T3.1 of YAKSHA DoA [1].
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malicious activities from communications to behaviour analysis levels for proper processing,
analytics and detection of such activities.
A dedicated component Monitoring Engine will monitor and record all honeypot state data coming
both from Hooks and Tools, and store all data in data storage.

Figure 11: YAKSHA Architecture Conceptual View

A dedicated component Integration and Maintenance Engine will offer automated deployment of
honeypots into an organisation’s infrastructure and automated creation of Hooks inserted into the
operating system/platform of a honeypot, supporting hooks creation for several platforms such as
IoT, SCADA, Android, Windows and Linux.
A Correlation Engine component will use the data storage to analyse all data coming from the
Monitoring Engine to determine important attack details (and malware behaviour), and will
correlate data from previous samples as well as from external YAKSHA nodes’ malware samples
to determine significance, impact and risk to a system. The Correlation Engine will use Machine
Learning and Artificial Intelligence algorithms18 to extract new patterns and signatures of attacks
for future baseline.
A Reporting Engine component will use the data storage to present malware data and results of
correlation engine analysis in a suitable form to organisations. Its primary role is to inform
organisations (by means of alerts, reports and dashboard) on cyber threats their systems are
exposed to including risk, impact and significance of attacks.
A Connectivity and Sharing Engine component will exchange information on malware samples
collected within the scope of a given YAKSHA node with other YAKSHA nodes. It will use
18

Refer to Section 6.4 or deliverable D2.2 [2] for details of relevant ML and AI algorithms.
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(enforce) an organisation’s policy to share malware samples with other organisations, as well as
to allow other organisations to share malware samples with a given node.

7.2.2. Architecture and Communications
The architecture of YAKSHA system is shown in Figure 12. The figure shows how the YAKSHA
components, introduced earlier, communicate and exchange messages inside an organisation
domain, as well as communications across organisations’ domains.
The right-hand side of the figure shows an inside-organisation view of the YAKSHA system where
an organisation hosts a YAKSHA node and deploys a set of honeypots in its premises co-located
with the YAKSHA node. As said earlier, each YAKSHA installation consists of a complete set of
components independent from other YAKSHA installations, offering an organisation a complete
set of functionalities to analyse its security posture.
YAKSHA provides dedicated sandbox environments for various platforms such as IoT, SCADA,
Android, Windows and Linux that will be used by organisations to set honeypots, install (images
of) their systems, services or applications and customise those according to their needs. Each
sandbox environment will be offered with a set of hooks properly inserted into the supported
platform and a set of tools for malware collection and analysis integrated into those environments.
The sandbox environment will also integrate the monitoring engine functionality to record all
honeypot state data from hooks and tools, and store the collected malware data into the data
storage component of the collocated YAKSHA node.
We note that each honeypot is co-located with only one YAKSHA node to which the monitoring
engine reports the collected data and malware samples. In case an organisation wishes to host
more than one YAKSHA nodes on its premises, it is the responsibility of the organisation to
collocate distinct honeypots to each YAKSHA nodes. In such case, we target separation of
responsibility for deployment and maintenance of honeypots under the authority of only one
YAKSHA node. Different YAKSHA nodes within the same organisation domain will exchange
malware samples and data through the same means provided for cross organisation exchange.
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Figure 12: YAKSHA Architecture

As shown in Figure 12, the YAKSHA data collection layer is defined by the tools, hooks and
monitoring engine of the sandbox environment. The data collection flow is driven by remote
interactions

with a

honeypot or

malware interacting

with (emulated)

organisation’s

systems/services and underlying operating platform offered by the sandbox environment. The
Monitoring Engine monitors all hooks and tools integrated in the sandbox environment, and
records all honeypot state data in SampleDB in the Data Storage of the (collocated) YAKSHA
node.
We note that from the architecture standpoint, SampleDB is seen as a container of data collected
by a honeypot that regards data of remote (malicious) interactions with the honeypot as well as
data from dynamic (behaviour) analysis of malware, static analysis of malware and malware
sample itself. Depending on the data collection tools integrated in a honeypot and customisation
needs of organisations, a SampleDB may contain some of the data collections referred above.
A YAKSHA node consists of the following software components:
•

Integration and Maintenance Engine in charge of configuration and deployment of
honeypots within an organisation domain. Organisation personnel use the interfaces of
the component to instantiate, customise and deploy honeypots. A honeypot contains a
management agent providing remote management capabilities. The Integration and
Maintenance Engine is in charge of establishing communication with the management
agent for remote operations and control.
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•

Correlation Engine in charge of analysis of malware samples and correlation of data
across history of samples and across samples shared by other organisations’ nodes.
Results of correction engine analysis are stored in the data storage.

•

Reporting Engine in charge of informing organisation personnel of security threats and
attacks the system is subject to, as well as impact, vulnerabilities and risk to the system.
Organisation personnel will use the interfaces of the component to register and receive
alerts and reports, as well as to access a dashboard view with real-time status of attacks.

•

Connectivity and Sharing Engine in charge of information exchange with other YAKSHA
nodes (cross-domain communication). Exchange of malware samples (SampleDBs) is
particularly enforced by a policy specification indicating what nodes and entities’ roles are
allowed to share samples with. This component is also in charge of accepting samples
shared by other nodes. Organisation personnel will use the interfaces of the component
to (manually) share samples with other organisations as well as to administrate the policy
for data sharing.

•

Data Storage Manager in charge of managing all communications between YAKSHA
software components and underlying data store. It also performs pre-processing of data
before it is stored such as semantic annotation to ensure proper data alignment with the
YAKSHA semantic model19.
Upon storage of a SampleDB, requested either by a honeypot or another node, the Data
Storage Manager has to ensure that the relation (shown as a tuple in the figure) is
represented with the following semantics – a SampleDB is collected (produced) by
HoneypotID, managed by NodeID and owned by OrganisationID.

7.2.3.
7.2.3.1

Architecture View as Super Node and Federation Node
YAKSHA Super Node Modality

The YAKSHA architecture is envisaged to support use cases where a YAKSHA node is set as a
super node in order to server as a reference node (bridge node) to other YAKSHA nodes which
otherwise cannot establish bilateral (peer-to-peer) communications among themselves, for
example due to geographical constraints. In such a case, the architecture remains intact but the
functionality of the Connectivity and Sharing Engine of the YAKSHA super node are enriched to
support sample sharing among YAKSHA nodes.
It is important to emphasize that a YAKSHA super node will be used as a communication bridge
to enable an organisation share data with other organisations given the policies of those
organisations allow such data sharing. In such case, the YAKSHA super node is not used to

19

Refer to deliverable D2.3 [3] for details of the YAKSHA ontology definition.
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build/establish trust among organisation to share data, but is used to share data on behalf of
organisations if an only if policies of the origin and destination organisations allow such data
sharing.
In case of super node, the policy for data sharing of the super node can be used to specify what
organisations are allowed (trusted) to use the YAKSHA super node to share data. The policy for
data sharing of the super node should not be used to specify what organisations can share data
with other organisations.
Although the YAKSHA architecture supports the case where a YAKSHA node can act both as a
normal node and a super node, from a security standpoint we discourage such dual use to avoid
potential global monitoring or misuse of SampleDBs when shared among organisations. When a
YAKSHA node is a super node the functionalities of the Integration and Maintenance Engine, and
of the Correlation Engine should be disabled.
7.2.3.2

YAKSHA Federation Node Modality

The architecture supports the case where organisations may wish to establish a federation so
that all organisations in the federation can effectively share information (SampleDBs) with a
trusted (central to federation) node to effectively and timely correlate threats/attacks on a global
scale. In such a case, a dedicated YAKSHA node will be used as a federation node that will store
all SampleDBs organisations share within a federation and will provide correlation engine
functionality on this federation-shared database, and respectively the reporting engine
functionality to all organisations members of the federation.
In the advocated federation approach, organisations may choose either install honeypots in their
premises and collocate those with the federation node, or install a local to their premises YAKSHA
node that is affiliated with the federation node. In the former case, organisation will directly share
all malware samples with the federation node, while in the latter case organisations will be able
to selectively share samples with the federation based on their policy (preferences/needs).
It is considered and recommended that the federation node may not share SampleDBs with other
organisations in the federation but only the results of the correlation engine (which are
organisation neutral as they represent aggregation) to avoid potential security sensitive data
related to an organisation disclosed to other members of the federation.
The federation will promote dedicated personnel as the only (authorised) entity administrating the
YAKSHA node(s). The policy for data sharing will reflect/allow only organisations members of the
federation to share SampleDBs with that federation node. Respectively, the Reporting Engine will
inform all organisations in the federation on attack analysis and findings by means of alert and
reporting functionalities.
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Figure 13: YAKSHA Architecture Federation View

Figure 13 shows how the YAKSHA architecture supports the case where a YAKSHA node acting
as a federation node will have: i) Honeypots collocated with the node but deployed in and
customised for different organisations’ infrastructures, and ii) Affiliated YAKSHA nodes of
organisations in the federation sharing SampleDBs with the federated node. Both cases are
supported and envisaged on the architecture level depending on the originations’ needs and
capacity.

7.2.4. Architecture Components Functionality
In the following we will present the components of the YAKSHA architecture with a view on their
distinct functionalities. The components functional view is a technology-agnostic view of the
functions necessary to form a software component. The goal of the architecture functional view
is to support activities of WP3 “Design and Software Development” by identifying the important
functions of each component that are to be implemented (in WP3) and offered through proper
interfaces or APIs. Figure 14 shows the decomposition of the YAKSHA architecture components
into specific and distinct functionalities.
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Figure 14: YAKSHA Architecture Functional View

In the following tables (Table 11 – Table 16) we will describe the functionalities of each of the
YAKSHA software components. We note that tools for data collection and malware analysis are
presented in Section 7.4. The functionality of hooks are left for design and realisation in WP3
activities as they mainly depend on low level platform/system implementation details which are
not in scope of the architecture view discussed in this document.
Table 11: Monitoring Engine Functionality

Monitoring Engine
Functionality

Description

Attest honeypot state

Performs sanity checks to determine whether the honeypot
is properly working.

Monitor honeypot state

Monitors all hooks and tools that have been integrated in
the sandbox environment, and records all changes in
memory, processes, filesystem, registry, network
connections and packets exchanged in SampleDB.

Store honeypot data

Stores all collected data (SampleDB) to the Data Storage
of the (collocated) YAKSHA node.
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Table 12: Connectivity & Sharing Engine Functionality

Connectivity & Sharing Engine
Functionality
Share SampleDB
Input: SampleDB

Description
Shares a SampleDB with all organisations’ nodes affiliated
(trusted) to share data with according to the policy for data
sharing and the SampleDB (meta) attributes.
This function should share only SampleDBs stored from
honeypots collocated with the YAKSHA nodes (referred to as
internal SampleDBs). The function should not share
SampleDBs stored from external YAKSHA nodes.

Store SampleDB
Input: SampleDB,
HoneypotID, NodeID,
OrganisationID

Stores a SampleDB shared by a Honeypot or an external
YAKSHA node according to the policy for data sharing. Any
organisation wishing to share SampleDBs with current
organisation should use this function. The policy will specify
what organisations are allowed (trusted) to share data with the
current node.
Honeypots deployed in the premises of the organisation
hosting also the node are trusted to share samples (given
proper authentication).
It is recommended to consider as input information that a
SampleDB is collected (produced) by a HoneypotID, managed
by NodeID and owned by OrganisationID. It is up to the
implementation to decide what input parameters are
considered. For example, if an external node shares a
SampleDB the parameter of HoneypotID could be considered
optional.

Share SampleDB with Nodes
Input: SampleDB
Input: Set of YAKSHA nodes.

Shares a SampleDB with a set of YAKSHA nodes on behalf of
a requesting organisation. In this super node mode, the policy
data sharing can (optionally) be used to specify what
organisations’ nodes are affiliated (allowed) using the
YAKSHA super node (to share data). The policy for data
sharing should not be used to specify whether organisations
can share data with other organisations.
It is up to the implementation to decide whether to realise this
functionality as a separate distinct functionality. Functionality
available only if the YAKSHA node is a super node.

Administrate Policy

Allows modification of policy for data sharing by authorised
organisation personnel. This functionality should be realised
as a Web interface.
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Table 13: Correlation Engine Functionality

Correlation Engine
Functionality

Description

Assess Impact

Assesses how significant the penetration and propagation
of a malware sample is by correlating the attack patterns
of the SampleDB with those from SampleDBs collected in
the past and from other honeypots, as well as SampleDBs
shared by external YAKSHA nodes.

Input: SampleDB
[Trigger Alert]

The outcome of impact assessment of the malware sample
is stored in the data storage.
This function triggers an alert depending on the impact the
malware sample has on the system. An alert ID is stored
in the data storage. Upon triggering an alert, the Reporting
Engine should be notified to issue alert notifications to
specific organisation personnel.
Evaluates the risk the organisation’s system is exposed to
by a malware sample by considering the propagation and
penetration of the sample and its impact.

Evaluate Risk
Input: SampleDB

The outcome of risk evaluation of the malware sample is
stored in the data storage.
Extract Signature and Pattern
Input: SampleDB

Extracts new signatures and patterns of the malware
sample using ML and AI algorithms, and by correlating the
attack patterns of the SampleDB with those from other
SampleDBs (both internal and external).
The outcome of new signatures and patterns of the
malware sample is stored in the data storage.

Table 14: Reporting Engine Functionality

Reporting Engine
Functionality
Issue Alert
Input: AlertID, Set of Entities

Description
Issues alert notifications to specific organisation personnel
in function of the role assigned to the personnel.
Depending on severity of impact the malware sample
achieves, alerts to specific roles and entities are triggered
to notify them of the existence of a new dangerous
malware (big impact) or pandemic spread (the sample
spreads fast).
Depending on severity of impact, this functionality may
trigger Generate Report functionality to timely inform
responsible personnel with relevant information of what a
malware achieved.
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Reporting Engine
Functionality

Description

Generate Report
Input: SampleDB, Aggregation
Criteria, Set of Entities

Generates a human readable report by processing and
aggregation of SampleDB, based on specific criteria, to
extract knowledge of what a malware achieved, methods
used, etc. in a structured way, so that an expert can focus
directly on the relevant information. Depending on the
criteria, the report may aggregate data coming from other
SampleDBs from previous collections or externally
shared.
The report should be communicated (sent through
appropriate means) to a set of entities.

Show Dashboard

Generates a dashboard view presenting in real-time the
status of the YAKSHA node, the level of risk for each
asset, type of attacks, attack vectors, as well as an
estimation of possible impacts. The latter, is presented
both in financial and operational terms. The dashboard
presents in real-time the areas where the risk of attack is
higher and propose controls to apply to mitigate them –
e.g. patches to apply, firewall and IDS configurations to
be updated, etc.

Table 15: Integration & Maintenance Engine Functionality

Integration & Maintenance Engine
Functionality
Instantiate Honeypot
Input: System Type

Configure Honeypot
Input: Configuration Parameters
Deploy Honeypot
Input: Deployment Settings

Description
Instantiates a sandbox environment for the system type
specified (IoT/SCADA/Android/Win/Linux) and with
integrated hooks and tools. The sandbox environment will
be used to set and configure a honeypot.
Configures a honeypot environment according to the set
of configuration parameters as input.
Deploys a honeypot according to the specific deployment
settings as input (such as network settings,
communication settings, etc).

Reset Honeypot

Resets the honeypot environment to initial settings and
wipes all previously collected data.

Enable/Disable Honeypot

Enables or Disables a honeypot. When a honeypot is
disabled it is displaced (disconnected) from an
infrastructure.
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Deploy System in Honeypot
Input: System Image

Deploys an end-user (organisation) system into a
honeypot environment. This function may require
integration of hooks and tools with the system deployed.

Table 16: Data Storage Manager Functionality

Data Storage Manager
Functionality
Store/Retrieve SampleDB

Description
Stores/retrieves a SampleDB in/from data storage. This
functionality to be realised by two functions - one for
storage and one for retrieval. If necessary, it also
performs basic pre-processing of data before SampleDB
is stored such as semantic annotation to ensure proper
alignment of data with the YAKSHA semantic model.
Storage of a SampleDB, it is relevant to consider as input
information that a SampleDB is collected (produced) by a
HoneypotID, managed by NodeID and owned by
OrganisationID.
Upon new SampleDB stored in the data storage it should
be triggered the following components’ functionalities: i)
Share SampleDB of Connectivity & Sharing Engine; and
ii) Assess Impact, Evaluate Risk, Extract New Signatures
and Patterns of the Correlation Engine.

Store/Retrieve Impact

Stores/retrieves impact of a malware sample in/from data
storage. This functionality to be realised by two functions
- one for storage and one for retrieval.

Store/Retrieve Risk

Stores/retrieves risk of malware sample in/from data
storage. This functionality to be realised by two functions
- one for storage and one for retrieval.

Store/Retrieve Signatures and
Patterns

Stores/retrieves signatures and patterns of malware
sample in/from data storage. This functionality to be
realised by two functions - one for storage and one for
retrieval; and for each of the functions it may be further
realised by two functions – one for Signatures and one for
Patterns respectively.

Store/Retrieve Alert

Stores/retrieves an alert (or alert ID) regarding malware
in/from data storage. This functionality to be realised by
two functions - one for storage and one for retrieval.
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7.3. Architecture Security Aspects
The goal of the architecture security view is to illustrate the high-level functions necessary to
protect YAKSHA operations and communications. Figure 15 shows YAKSHA components’
security functions and communications. The architecture security view addresses the following
concepts:
1. Intra-domain security functions,
2. Cross-domain security functions.

Figure 15: YAKSHA Architecture Security Functions and Communications View

7.3.1. Intra-domain Security Functions
Intra-domain security functions comprise communications between:
•

Honeypots and a YAKSHA node. Particularly, there are two communications channels
subject of protection: one between the Monitoring Engine and the Connectivity and
Sharing Engine necessary to store SampleDB; and one between the Integration and
Maintenance Engine and the honeypot’s Management Agent to perform control operation
on the honeypot.
Both channels will require relevant authentication and access control mechanisms to be
in place to ensure that only authorised organisation honeypots can provide SampleDBs
to the YAKSHA node for analysis, as well as that only an authorised YAKSHA node can
perform administrative operations on the honeypots. Given the importance of the insider
threat to organisations, it is also required a secure channel to be established for both
communications to avoid potential data leakage of security-sensitive information.
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Given the intra-organisation domain context (where a YAKSHA node and honeypots are
deployed within an organisations’ own infrastructure (premises)), the level of security
control on communications may vary from a less restrictive to a more restrictive control
depending on the specific infrastructure and communication settings of an organisation.
•

Organisation personnel and a YAKSHA node. Particularly, it regards the communications
between the organisation personnel and Web interfaces offered by the Connectivity and
Sharing Engine, Reporting Engine, and the Integration and Maintenance Engine. Given
that the different components offer dedicated interfaces to different personnel of an
organisation, all communications are subject of proper authentication and access control
to ensure that only authorised personnel can access corresponding functionalities. For
example, security administrators should be allowed to access the interface to
administrate policy for data sharing, as well as interface functionalities for setting,
deploying and administrating honeypots. Given the intra-organisation context, a single
authentication mechanism can be adopted (such as SSO) for entity authentication across
all interfaces, as well as uniform access control mechanism can be adopted for decision
making (PDP) and enforcement (PEP) across interfaces.
Given the importance of the insider threat to organisations, it is also required a secure
channel to be established between the organisation’s personnel and YAKSHA interfaces.
Regarding the reporting functionality of YAKSHA, it is required that at minimum the
properties of authenticity and integrity are established on reports by means of digital
signatures and crypto functions.
It is recommended that YAKSHA adopts or integrates with the authentication and access
control mechanisms already in place within an organisation to ensure better consistency
in decision making and enforcement.

7.3.2. Cross-domain Security Functions
Cross-domain security functions comprise communications between YAKSHA nodes. Those
communications are driven by trust and needs of organisations to share malware samples with
each other for the sake of global and comprehensive attack impact and risk analysis. Given the
cross-domain communications and the open nature of YAKSHA sharing scheme, it is required a
stringent level of authentication and access control to ensure that only trusted and recognised
organisations share samples in the YAKSHA network with the goal to avoid manipulation and
distribution of samples that would negatively influence on malware analysis and consecutively on
decision making. Secure channel is required to be established between any two YAKSHA nodes
for transmission of SampleDBs. It is recommended to adopt a transport layer security protocol
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with both client- and server-side certificate authentication for the cross-domain secure channel
establishment.
It is also recommended that organisations digitally sign SampleDBs when shared with other
organisations to conform to security properties of authenticity and non-repudiation given the
importance of this process to decision making.

7.4. Technology and Tools Supporting Architecture Realisation
The architecture views presented above are technology agnostic views with the aim to better
focus the presentation on the conceptual, functional and communication aspects of YAKSHA. In
Table 17, we present relevant technology and tools supporting architecture realisation either on
a component level of on a functional level. The aim of this section is to support activities of WP3
“Design and Software Development” by identifying relevant technology and tools.
Table 17: List of Technology and Tools Supporting Architecture Realisation

Technology/ tool
name

Description of technology/tool

Architecture
components or
functionality support

Docker /
Kubernetes20

Docker facilitates the creation of Honeypot - Sandbox environment
images (as containers) including standard creation,
functionality in terms of hooks and monitoring - Honeypot
tools. It also provides easy recovery to the initial deployment,
image after a successful attack. Finally, it - Integration &
provides standardization of deployment and Maintenance Engine.
ease of migration to different Node
environments. Automated deployment of
Docker instances.

Apache Mesos21

VM, Instances and Container management - Integration and
platform,
resource
management
and Maintenance Engine,
scheduling
across
entire - Security and Policy.
organization/federation.

Jasper Reports22

Reporting, Dashboard and alerting features.

- Reporting engine and
alerts.

BIRT Project23

The Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools - Reporting engine and
(BIRT) Project is an open source software, alerts.
within the Eclipse Foundation, that provides
reporting and business intelligence capabilities.
BIRT covers a wide range of reporting needs

20

https://www.docker.com/kubernetes
http://mesos.apache.org/
22 http://community.jaspersoft.com/project/jasperreports-library
23 http://www.eclipse.org/birt
21
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Technology/ tool
name

Description of technology/tool

Architecture
components or
functionality support

from operational / enterprise reporting to multidimensional online analytical processing.
ElasticSearch –
Application
Performance
Monitoring24

Distributed, RESTful search and analytics - Monitoring engine,
engine. Monitoring application performance - Tools data collection.
and structured collection of log files through
adapters on various systems.

Cuckoo
Sandbox25

Cuckoo is a lightweight solution that performs - Honeypot,
automated dynamic analysis of provided - Monitoring Engine.
Windows binaries. It can return comprehensive
reports on key API calls and network activity.

DroidBox26

Droidbox is a dynamic analysis platform for - Honeypot,
android applications.
- Monitoring Engine.

Qebek27

Qebek is monitoring tool which aims at - Honeypot,
improving the invisibility of monitoring the - Monitoring Engine.
attackers’ activities in HI honeypots.

YARA28

A tool aimed at helping researchers to identify - Tools data collection
and classify malware samples by creating and malware analysis.
descriptions of malware families based on
textual or binary patterns.

Ansible29

Ansible is an open source software that - Integration &
provides high-level of automation of software Maintenance Engine.
provisioning, apps and IT infrastructure,
including application deployment, configuration
management and continuous delivery.

Puppet30

Puppet is an open source tool that - Integration &
automatically delivers and operates software Maintenance Engine.
across its entire lifecycle — simply, securely
and at scale.

Vagrant31

Vagrant is a tool for building and managing - Integration &
virtual machine environments in a single Maintenance Engine.
workflow.

24

https://www.elastic.co/solutions/apm
https://cuckoosandbox.org/
26 https://code.google.com/archive/p/droidbox/
27
https://www.honeynet.org/project/Qebek
28 http://virustotal.github.io/yara/
29 https://www.ansible.com/
30 https://github.com/puppetlabs/puppet
31 https://www.vagrantup.com/
25
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Technology/ tool
name

Description of technology/tool

Architecture
components or
functionality support

Honeysnap32

Primary tool used for extracting and analyzing - Tools data collection
data from pcap files, including IRC and malware analysis.
communications.

Sebek33

Sebek is a data capture tool designed to - Tools data collection
capture attacker's activities on a honeypot.
and malware analysis.

HFlow234

Hflow2 is a data coalesing tool for - Tools data collection
honeynet/network analysis. It allows to and malware analysis.
coalesce data from snort, p0f, sebekd into a
unified cross related data structure stored in a
relational database.

MongoDB35

MongoDB is a cross-platform document- - Data Store.
oriented database program. Classified as a
NoSQL database program, MongoDB uses
JSON-like documents with schemas.

Conpot36

ICS/SCADA honeypot

- Honeypot,
- Monitoring Engine.

Glastopf37 /
SNARE38

Web application honeypot

Kippo39

Medium interaction SSH honeypot

- Honeypot,
- Monitoring Engine.
- Honeypot,
- Monitoring Engine.

FLOSS40

FLOSS automatically detects, extracts, and - Tools data collection
decodes obfuscated strings in Windows and malware analysis.
Portable Executable (PE) files

FakeNet-NG41

FakeNet-NG allows you to intercept and - Tools data collection
redirect network traffic while simulating and malware analysis.
legitimate network services to identify
malware's functionality.

packerid42

A cross-platform Python identifier for Windows - Tools data collection
binaries
and malware analysis.

32

https://projects.honeynet.org/honeysnap/
https://projects.honeynet.org/sebek/
34 https://projects.honeynet.org/hflow
35 https://www.mongodb.com/
36 http://conpot.org/
37 https://github.com/mushorg/glastopf
38
https://github.com/mushorg/snare
39 https://github.com/desaster/kippo
40 https://github.com/fireeye/flare-floss
41 https://github.com/fireeye/flare-fakenet-ng
42 https://github.com/sooshie/packerid
33
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Technology/ tool
name

Description of technology/tool

Architecture
components or
functionality support

unxor43, Xortool44,
XORBruteForcer45

Guess XOR key length, as well as the key itself. - Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

BRO46

Protocol analyzer and monitoring.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis,
- Monitoring Engine.

pev47

Binary analysis scriptable toolkit.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

AnalysePE48

Wrapper for analysing PE files.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

MASTIFF49

Malware static analysis framework that - Tools data collection
automates the process of extracting key and malware analysis.
characteristics from binaries.

NetworkMiner50

Passive network sniffer/packet capturing tool to - Tools data collection
extract intelligence as operating systems, and malware analysis.
sessions, hostnames, etc. Can also perform offline analysis and to regenerate/reassemble
transmitted files and certificates from PCAP
files.

ngrep51

grep for network traffic.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

tcpxtract52

Extract files from network traffic.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

Volatility53

One of the best frameworks for memory - Tools data collection
analysis.
and malware analysis.

TotalRecall54

Automated malware analysis tasks based on - Tools data collection
Volatility.
and malware analysis.

Objdump55

Tool for static analysis of Linux binaries.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

43

https://github.com/tomchop/unxor
https://github.com/hellman/xortool
45 http://eternal-todo.com/var/scripts/xorbruteforcer
46 https://github.com/bro/bro
47 http://pev.sourceforge.net/
48 https://github.com/zeroq/peanalysis
49 https://github.com/KoreLogicSecurity/mastiff
50 http://www.netresec.com/?page=NetworkMiner
51
https://github.com/jpr5/ngrep
52 http://tcpxtract.sourceforge.net/
53 https://github.com/volatilityfoundation/volatility
54 https://github.com/sketchymoose/TotalRecall
55 https://www.gnu.org/software/binutils/
44
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Technology/ tool
name

Description of technology/tool

Architecture
components or
functionality support

Pyew56

Command line python tool to analyse malware. - Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

Radare57

Advanced scriptable reversing framework.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

strace58, ltrace59

Dynamic analysis for Linux executables.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

Immunity
Debugger60

Debugger for malware analysis. Provides a - Tools data collection
Python API.
and malware analysis.

Balbuzard61

Malware analysis tools in python to extract - Tools data collection
patterns of interest from suspicious files (IP and malware analysis.
addresses, domain names, known file headers,
interesting strings, etc). It can also crack
malware obfuscation such as XOR, ROL, etc by
bruteforcing and checking for those patterns.

Loki62

Scanner for Simple Indicators of Compromise.

Malheur63

A tool for automated analysis of malware - Tools data collection
behavior that allows for identifying novel and malware analysis.
classes of malware with similar behavior and
assigning unknown malware to discovered
classes.

SeeTest64

A framework for building test automation in - Honeypot,
secured Environments.
- Monitoring Engine.

angr65

Python binary analysis framework.

Capstone66

Disassembly framework for binary analysis and - Tools data collection
reversing.
and malware analysis.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

56

https://github.com/joxeankoret/pyew
https://github.com/radare/radare2
58 https://strace.io/
59 http://www.ltrace.org/
60 https://www.immunityinc.com/products/debugger/
61 https://github.com/decalage2/balbuzard
62
https://github.com/Neo23x0/Loki
63 http://www.mlsec.org/malheur/
64 https://experitest.com/
65 https://github.com/angr
66 https://www.capstone-engine.org/
57
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Technology/ tool
name

Description of technology/tool

Architecture
components or
functionality support

yarGen67

Create Yara rules from strings found in malware - Tools data collection
files while removing those that also appear in and malware analysis.
goodware files.

Malfunction68

A set of tools for cataloging and comparing - Tools data collection
malware at a function level.
and malware analysis.

Libemu69, scdbg70

Library and tools for x86 shellcode emulation.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

Manalyze71

Static analyzer for PE executables.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

findaes72

Searches for AES keys in memory.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

python-evt73

Python library for parsing Windows Event Logs - Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

python-registry74

Python library for parsing registry files

Fabric75

A high-level Python library to execute shell - Honeypot,
commands remotely over SSH.
- Monitoring Engine.

Splunk76

Collects data from various sources without - Reporting Engine.
normalization and applies analytics and
statistical analysis to security incidents.

Telnet IoT
Honeypot77

Python telnet honeypot for catching botnet - Honeypot,
binaries. Implements a python telnet server - Monitoring Engine.
trying to act as a honeypot for IoT Malware.

HoneyThing78

HoneyThing is a honeypot for Internet of TR- - Honeypot,
069 things. It's designed to act as completely a - Monitoring Engine.
modem/router that has RomPager embedded
web server and supports TR-069 (CWMP)
protocol.

- Tools data collection
and malware analysis.

67

https://github.com/Neo23x0/yarGen
https://github.com/Dynetics/Malfunction
69 https://github.com/buffer/libemu
70 http://sandsprite.com/blogs/index.php?uid=7&pid=152
71 https://github.com/JusticeRage/Manalyze
72 https://sourceforge.net/projects/findaes/
73 https://github.com/williballenthin/python-evt
74
https://github.com/williballenthin/python-registry
75 http://www.fabfile.org/
76 https://www.splunk.com/
77 https://github.com/Phype/telnet-iot-honeypot
78 https://github.com/omererdem/honeything
68
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Technology/ tool
name

Description of technology/tool

Architecture
components or
functionality support

Apache Storm79

Open source distributed real-time computation - Correlation Engine.
system for real-time analytics, online machine
learning, continuous computation, etc.

Esper80

Esper is a correlation framework for complex - Correlation Engine.
event processing and streaming analytics
supporting applications processing large
volumes of incoming messages or events.

Drools Fusion81

Complex event processing engine.

SEC82

Simple event correlator is a tool for advanced - Correlation Engine.
event processing that can be utilised for event
log monitoring, network and security
management, or any other task involving event
correlation.

Prelude83

Prelude is a SIEM (Security Information & - Correlation Engine,
Event Management) that provides log analysis - Monitoring Engine,
and correlation for real-time alerts and reporting - Reporting Engine.
of intrusion attempts and threats on a network.

OSSIM84

An open source SIEM providing event - Correlation Engine,
collection, normalization and correlation. It - Monitoring Engine,
offers capabilities such as vulnerability - Reporting Engine.
assessment, intrusion detection, behavior
monitoring, and event correlation.

XL-SIEM85

Cross Layer Security Information and Event - Correlation Engine,
Management (XL-SIEM) tool works as an - Monitoring Engine,
enhanced SIEM platform with added high- - Reporting Engine.
performance correlation engine able to raise
alerts from a business perspective considering
different events collected at different layers.
Composed of: Distributed agents for event
collection, normalization and transfer of data;
Correlation engine for filtering, aggregation,
and correlation of the events by agents;

- Correlation Engine.

79

http://storm.apache.org/
http://www.espertech.com/esper/
81 https://www.drools.org/
82 https://simple-evcorr.github.io/
83
https://www.prelude-siem.com/en/
84 https://www.alienvault.com/products/ossim
85 Atos Cross-Layer (XL) SIEM is Atos Research & Innovation, Cybersecurity Lab SIEM technology
developed over several innovation activities such as DiSIEM (http://disiem-project.eu/). Some recent results
[5].
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Technology/ tool
name

Description of technology/tool

Architecture
components or
functionality support

Generation of alarms; Database for data
storage; and Dashboard for data visualization in
web interface
SFTP

The transferring of malware samples between
different YAKSHA nodes can be done using
SFTP, if the malware samples are sent as files.

Cross-domain security
functions

VPN/SSH

The transferring of malware samples between
different YAKSHA nodes can be done through
secure channels such as a VPN or SSH tunnel,
if the malware samples are sent through nonfile mediums (e.g. TCP connections such as
SQL or HTTP).

Cross-domain security
functions

VPN/SSH/HTTPS

The transferring of malware samples between
a honeypot and a YAKSHA node can be
secured using any technologies enabling
encrypted connections such as VPN, SSH, or
HTTPS. HTTPS can specifically be used
between YAKSHA node interface and
organization personnel, if interface is accessed
through HTTP

Intra-domain security
functions

Identity Manager
(IDM)

An IDM software can be used to manage users
and their access rights to different components
and functionalities in a YAKSHA node. An IDM
server can be installed in each YAKSHA node
for local access control, or a centralized IDM
server can be used to manage access control
for all YAKSHA nodes.

Intra-domain security
functions

Authentication
and access
manager/ SSO
provider

An authentication and access management
software can be used to authenticate users to a
YAKSHA node.

Intra-domain security
functions
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and References

Capítulo 2
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8. Conclusions
We have presented the honeypot-based data collection methodology of YAKSHA. The
methodology considers several aspects such as cybersecurity challenges of YAKSHA end users,
latest treat trends, assumptions, limitations and legal ground of honeypots, as well as use cases’
perspectives and data collection needs.
We have presented the methodology as a baseline of activities to determine YAKSHA data
collection methods and procedures regarding remote interactions and malware analysis, and
YAKSHA reference architecture design suitable for the needs of honeypot data collection,
management and processing.
A number of techniques for malware analysis have been presented, and a number of relevant
tools (60+) recalled and mapped to specific architecture components or functionality. They will
form an important baseline to WP3 activities.
It is recognised that some of the methodology activities would iterate, such as use case analysis
of data collection needs. An internal document will be produced that reflects latest results of the
methodology including tools and architecture technological view that will feed WP3.
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